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Abstract
This thesis examines how to manage selections and use brushing and linking with
multiple coordinated mobile devices. We discuss thoughts for a conceptual frame-
work for selection management in multi-device environments. We then present a
concept for managing selections and supporting brushing and linking for co-located
mobile devices. Finally, we are providing an overview of and the goals for our
proof-of-concept prototype.
More and more mobile devices are used for visualization. However, it is still an
open question how to adjust common interaction techniques, such as brushing and
linking, for mobile devices. Furthermore, it has not been addressed how to manage
the selections that are created through brushing. We explore how brushing and
linking can be used in a setting with multiple, co-located mobile devices and how to
manage its selections.
Zusammenfassung
Diese Arbeit untersucht wie man mit mehreren, miteinander koordinierten Mobil-
geräten Selektionen verwalten und Brushing und Linking unterstützen kann. Im
Rahmen der Arbeit wird ein konzeptionelles Framework zur Selektionsverwaltung
für mehrere Geräte angedacht und ein Konzept zur Selektionsverwaltung vorstellt,
das Brushing und Linking für Mobilgeräte unterstützt. Des Weiteren werden Ziele
für den Prototypen erörtert, die zur Umsetzung das Konzept beitragen.
Mobile Geräte werden immer häufiger für Informationsvisualisierungen verwendet.
Jedoch wurde bisher noch nicht untersucht, wie gängige Interaktionstechniken,
wie Brushing und Linking, für diese Geräte anpassen werden müssen. Während
des Brushings, werden zusätzlich Selektionen erstellt, für die es bislang keine Art
der Verwaltung für Mobilgeräte gibt. In dieser Arbeit wird untersucht wie man
Brushing und Linking mit mehreren Mobilgeräten unterstützen kann und Selektionen
gleichzeitig verwalten kann.
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1Introduction
1.1 Contributions
This thesis examines how to manage selections and use brushing and linking with
multiple coordinated mobile devices. First, we1 propose initial thoughts for a
conceptual framework for selection management in multi-device environments.
Second, we present a concept for managing selections and supporting brushing and
linking for co-located mobile devices. Third, we are providing an overview of and
the goals for our proof-of-concept prototype.
Fig. 1.1 An example for brushing and linking of a bar chart and a scatter plot. The brush are
the selected data elements and the link is represented by using the same color for the
corresponding data elements in both views.
1.2 Motivation and Background
Information visualization (InfoVis) is a well established instrument for analyzing
data. Over the last decade, visualizations have slowly conquered our personal lives
due to the rise of fitness trackers, the quantified self movement [WK], and personal
visualization [Hua+15]. InfoVis has reached most settings, from personal and
educational settings to business settings [Eis08]. Given that information influences
us in almost every area of our lives, InfoVis will continue to play an important role
in the future.
Many visualization systems, including commercial products (e.g., Tableau [Tab18])
feature visualizations on a single screen, with the expectation that a single user
will work on a computing system to view and analyze the data. However, new
technologies, such as large interactive displays or mobile devices, make their way into
the area of InfoVis [Rob+14; Lee+12]. While large displays, walls and tables, have
demonstrated promise for InfoVis tasks [Elm+11; And+11; Bal+07], these devices
1Although I am the primary investigator and writer, I am going to use “we” throughout this thesis to
acknowledge my supervisor’s support and contribution.
1
are expensive and not commonplace [Wal+17]. In contrast, one can integrate
everyday mobile devices into our environments [RK14; RK13; SS14]. Mobile devices
come in various form factors, such as phones and tablets.
However, due to their mobility and therefore small size, they offer a limited amount
of screen real estate. One way to tackle this challenge is by combining the mobile
devices [Chu+14]. Piazza et al. [Pia+13] suggest to unite phones and tablets since
they complement each other in most aspects. Combining different aspects to balance
out weaknesses, has been done for visualizations as well [Kei02]. Coordinated and
multiple views (CMVs) propose that it is beneficial for people to interact with their
data through multiple, different representations [Rob07]. Thus, one visualization
technique is used to balance out the weakness of another visualization technique.
First attempts have been made to combine CMVs and mobile devices. Work by
Langner et al. [Lan+17] distributes views provided by a CMV application among
multiple mobile devices.
When moving from a single-device setting to a multi-device environment, common
established interaction techniques might no longer work or need adjustment. An
example for a technique that needs to be adjusted is brushing and linking, one of the
most commonly implemented interaction techniques in CMV applications [Rob07].
Interactively selecting a set of data items is called brushing. Making a connection,
through showing links or highlighting, to items in other views that represent the
brushed data points is linking [Voi02]. An example for brushing and linking is
illustrated in Fig. 1.1. When translated to multi-device settings, brushing and linking
becomes a major challenge as views are separated. Visually linking data points is
hindered by the distance between the devices. Additionally, users are often unaware
of the surrounding devices and the opportunities they provide [Mar+12].
When brushing elements in a visualization, users create selections which are a
fundamental part of interactive visualizations [SS16b]. We define selections as a
collection of data points that are of interest to the interacting person. Current selec-
tion techniques often address how to select data elements in visualizations [SS16b;
Koy+17]. However, only few attend to how they can be used to further assist the
exploration process, for instance through applying operations or using them to filter
data points.
1.3 Goals
VisTiles is a starting point for supporting visualizations through the use of spatial
interactions and mobile devices. However, it only supports a basic implementation
of brushing and linking and no selection management. To further enhance brushing
and linking in this setting, there needs to be a consideration of:
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Awareness Users need to be aware of their surrounding devices and
the actions they offer in a multi-device environment.
Selection management It is important to consider selections as a powerful tool
and give the user the option to use them accordingly.
1.4 Research Questions
In the presented thesis, we want to address the following research questions in the
context of multi-device environments with mobile devices:
• How might we create awareness using brushing and linking?
• How might we support storing, combining, managing, and interacting with
selections?
1.5 Thesis Overview
This thesis unfolds as follows: first, we describe the background literature regard-
ing mobile devices in InfoVis, cross-device interaction, brushing and linking, and
selection management in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3, we discuss initial thoughts on a
conceptual framework for the use of selections in a multi-device environments and
propose a concept for managing selections for co-located mobile devices. Chapter 4
defines goals for our prototype that is going to work as a proof-of-concept in the
future. Finally, we conclude with Chapter 5 by discussing the contributions and
limitations of the suggested concept.
1.4 Research Questions 3

2Related Work
This thesis builds upon prior research in areas of information visualization and
human-computer interaction. We explore related works that deal with different
devices and screen real estate for visualizations. We give an overview over the
interaction with CMVs and how they are used in non-desktop environments. We
examine brushing and linking, especially for multiple or mobile devices and how
selection management ties into these aspects.
Table 2.1 shows relevant papers that present a system or techniques related to the
topic of this work. The columns represent the areas of human-computer interaction
and InfoVis are connected to this thesis. We sorted this table by visual similarity
using Bertifier [Per+14]. Afterwards, we rearranged the groups of similar papers.
2.1 Mobile Devices for InfoVis and their Screen
Real Estate Issues
In this section, we explain how natural interaction and mobile devices impacts
InfoVis. We give an overview over opportunities and challenges mobile devices
create, mostly due to their small form factor.
2.1.1 Natural Interaction for InfoVis
Touch interaction became widely popular and ubiquitous with the introduction
of multi-touch displays and it has affected InfoVis as well. Since InfoVis bene-
fits from natural interaction, lots of research focussed on incorporating it into
InfoVis [Elm+11; Lee+12; Rob+14]. Natural interaction, that includes touch
input, pen input, gestures, etc., enable the user to directly access data and UI
elements [Ise+13].
As Lee et al. [Lee+12] stated, it is challenging to translate traditional desktop
interaction and operations to a multi-touch interface. One common issue when
directly interacting with surfaces is the fat finger problem [Sie+05]. This is crucial
for InfoVis applications because they tend to use small objects, such as visual data
items, and widgets [SS14]. To adjust to visualizations beyond the desktop, Jansen &
Dragicevic [JD13] propose a modification of the InfoVis pipeline. This adjustment
includes the process beginning with physical presentation and leading to the insights
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gained by the user. A physical presentation can be any object, such as a piece of
paper or a LCD display.
2.1.2 Using Mobile Devices for InfoVis
As already mentioned in Chapter 1, mobile devices, such as smartphones, tablets,
and smartwatches, are part of our everyday life. While discovering multi-touch,
InfoVis research inevitably tapped into the area of mobile devices. Their size, their
input, and output options create opportunities and challenges alike, such as the
changing physical environment or the user’s attention span [Chi06]. Furthermore,
mobile visualizations need to adjust to the limited screen real estate [Rob+14].
Fig. 2.1 Interacting with stacked graphs using TouchWave by Baur et al. [Bau+12].
Drucker et al. [Dru+13] stated that when interfaces are designed with the device
modalities in mind, relying on natural interaction leads to a better task performance.
However, creating one set of touch interactions for general purpose, is not an option
because of the amount of different visualizations [Bau+12]. Therefore, Baur et
al. [Bau+12] created a special set for interacting with stacked graphs, as seen
in Fig. 2.1.
Fig. 2.2 Interaction techniques for scatter plots on tablets [SS14].
Sadana & Stasko [SS14] consider two types of interaction for their scatter plot
implementation for mobile devices: WIMP-derived and gesture-driven interaction.
WIMP elements occupy a great amount of space and feel ”less than optimal for these
types of devices“ [SS14]. They suggest using gesture-driven interaction for mobile
devices to facilitate direct access to UI elements and for freeing up screen space.
Figure 2.2 shows some of the implemented gesture-driven interactions for their
scatter plot application for tablets.
Kinetica [RK14] and TouchViz [RK13] by Rzeszotarki & Kittur are using a multi-
variate scatter plot visualization on tablets similar to Sadana & Stasko’s [SS14]
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Fig. 2.3 Using a semi-permeable filter in Kinetica by Rzeszotarki & Kittur [RK14].
approach. However, they base their interaction concept on physics, such as force
and gravity. This physics-driven interaction, as illustrated in Fig. 2.3, facilitates
playfulness and incorporates the tablets’ form factor. They decided to use a tablet
because it ”occupied the physical space of the user, could be twisted and turned, and
was responsive to touch“ [RK14].
Visualization research has found some solutions on how to tackle smaller form
factors, such as off-screen visualization which has been explored by Baudisch &
Rosenholtz [BR03] (see Fig. 2.4) and Gustafson et al. [Gus+08] among others.
Another way of dealing with the space issues of mobile devices in InfoVis is combining
multiple devices.
Fig. 2.4 Using Halo by Baudisch & Rosenholtz [BR03] as an off-screen visualization technique.
2.1.3 Combining Multiple Devices for InfoVis
Combining devices and cross-device interaction leads to new possibilities for visual-
ization: the screen real estate can be increased, data can be spread across devices,
and visualization tasks can be distributed across independent users. [Ise+13]
Jokela et al. [Jok+15] state that connecting devices seems simple but is a complex
procedure. The devices need to discover other devices first and second, the users
need to clarify which devices are supposed to be included in the group. Pass-them-
around by Lucero et al. [Luc+11] is one example for dealing with the space issue
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of mobile devices by combining them. They use side-by-side positioning and user’s
gestures to connect screens and extend them. However, if the devices are not next
to each other, the user might lose the overview. Therefore, maintaining awareness
for the devices in the setting is an important goal. Marquart et al. [Mar+12] use
proxemics and visual representations of devices on the screen’s edges to create
awareness. Expanding further on awareness, Ledo et al. [Led+15] adjust an appli-
cation’s features and functionality depending on the user’s spatial proximity to the
devices. The closer the user is to a device, the more detailed is the functionality of
the devices.
Fig. 2.5 A setting of multiple devices for visual analysis in VisPorter by Chung et al. [Chu+14].
How devices, especially tablets and smartphones, can be combined is explored by
Piazza et al. [Pia+13]. They analyze the differences in interaction between phones
and tablets and reveal that their attributes in input, output, and interaction style
are complementary. Thus, they suggest to combine them instead of isolating them,
such as using a phone as a secondary, controlling device and a tablet as the primary
device. Conductor by Hamilton & Wigdor [HW14] addresses the problem of sharing
information between devices via visual representations around the screens edges,
similar to the ones found by Marquart et al. [Mar+12]. Additionally, they offer the
user feedback on multiple devices at a time.
Isenberg et al. [Ise+13] mention that for combining devices the relationships be-
tween devices is of importance. This inevitably leads to spatial awareness of a device.
Rädle et al. [Rä+15] argue that users associate cross-device interaction with spatial
awareness, i.e., they assume a device is spatially aware if it interacts with other
devices. They advocate for using spatially aware interactions with care but stress that
they can lead to less mental demand and effort for the user. HuddleLamp [Rä+14]
implements spatially aware and spatially agnostic techniques for a collaborative
setting with multiple mobile devices.
Researchers started to combine multiple devices for the purpose of visualizing
data. Isenberg et al. [Ise+13] discuss questions about roles of visualizations, the
relationships between them, how their data is coordinated, and how the design has
to be adjusted for different screens. Chung et al. [Chu+15] call this synthesis of
multiple devices a display ecology. Similar to Isenberg et al. [Ise+13], they offer key
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considerations for display ecologies: how displays are combined, how visualizations
and data can be moved among displays, how users can associate corresponding,
scattered information, and how different devices can be added or removed.
Fig. 2.6 Interacting with a SleeD by von Zadow et al. [Zad+14] on an interactive display wall.
Some works have already tackled these questions and developed display ecologies
for InfoVis. VisPorter [Chu+14] is a text analytics tool for multiple displays that
include tabletops, tablets, smartphones, and wall-sized displays. Figure 2.5 shows
an example of a VisPorter setup. SleeD [Zad+14], shown in Fig. 2.6, combines
a wall-sized displays with an arm-mounted display which gives the user access to
the controls. Furthermore, CubeQuery [Lan+14] uses multiple small devices to
form database queries by using their relative spatial information. Thaddeus by
Woźniak et al. [Woz+14] is a system that combines a smartphone and a tablet to
explore visualizations. They use spatial movement to control a multi device setup,
as illustrated in Fig. 2.7.
Fig. 2.7 Scenarios in Thaddeus by Wońiak et al. [Woz+14] that use spatial input of a phone to
control a visualization on a tablet.
Overall, Blumenstein et al. [Blu+15] summarizes that for collaborative cross-device
data visualization, we need to consider three important parts: Multi user, multi
screen, and multi device.
2.2 Interacting with CMVs
CMVs have played an important role in InfoVis since they first appeared in the late
1990s [Rob98]. Lots of research has focussed on them over the years and they are
used in popular commercial applications, such as Tableau [Tab18]. CMV stands for
coordinated & multiple views and represents a concept for InfoVis applications where
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the users are presented with multiple visualization views, such as scatter plots, bar
charts, or parallel coordinate plots, that are combined and coupled. It relies on
the idea that “users understand their data better if they interact with the presented
information and view it through different representations” [Rob07].
Fig. 2.8 Showing the link between two 2D visualizations in 3D in VisLink by Collins & Carpen-
dale [CC07].
Wang Baldonado et al. [WB+00] define guidelines for creating CMV applications.
In addition, Roberts presents several interaction techniques that are commonly im-
plemented by CMV applications: Changing data processing, filtering data, selecting
what is displayed, changing the mapping, navigating information, and changing the
placement of the windows.
Apart from the more traditional CMVs, there are some unique takes to them. For
instance, VisLink [CC07] takes 2D visualizations, arranges them in a 3D space, and
links corresponding data elements in the visualizations, as illustrated in Fig. 2.8.
Javed & Elmqvist [JE12] review existing work in composite visualizations and
create a design space for describing the relationship between two visualizations in
particular.
Fig. 2.9 Using four views in combination with the meta-visualization in Lark by Tobiasz et
al. [Tob+09].
Since CMVs first emerged, the field has been thoroughly explored and some consid-
ered it a ‘solved problem’ [Rob07]. However, there are still more recent works [ME13;
Bre+16] and new challenges [Rob07]. One of the new challenges for CMVs is to
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Fig. 2.10 Sadana & Stasko’s [SS16a] CMV implementation for tablets.
apply them to non-desktop devices, such as large interactive screens or mobile
devices. Tobiasz et al. [Tob+09] developed a system called Lark that brings CMVs
to a tabletop. The views are shown on the large interactive display and can be
resized and rearranged. The additional space provided by the tabletop display is
used to visualize a representation of the InfoVis pipeline to enable the user to always
manipulate the activation of certain views. An example setting for Lark is shown
in Fig. 2.9.
Fig. 2.11 Combining multiple mobile devices using VisTiles [Lan+17].
Fig. 2.12 Using a smartwatch in combination with a large display wall [Hor+18].
Sadana & Stasko [SS16a] focus on smaller devices, i.e., tablets. They created a CMV
application that supports up to three different charts and is specifically designed for
the form factor of a small device. For instance, they aim to maximize the display
space that is used for data representation in contrast to controls, which can be
seen in Fig. 2.10. Rather than combining the views on one tablet, Langner et
al. [Lan+17] distribute their views among multiple devices in VisTiles. This helps to
overcome the problem of screen real estate, that mobile devices tend to have and
offers opportunities for new interaction techniques, similar to Thaddeus [Woz+14].
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The VisTiles system is shown in Fig. 2.11. Furthermore, Horak et al. [Hor+18] use a
large interactive display to represent a CMV setting. They combine the large screen
with a smartwatch to explore the benefits of an additional small device for data
exploration. An exemplary setup is displayed in Fig. 2.12.
2.3 Brushing and Linking
In this section, we give an overview on existing brushing and linking techniques,
starting with a definition and some conventional techniques. Moving further, we
explore how brushing and linking is translated to other devices. Finally, we ex-
amine how applications that focus on brushing and linking deal with selection
management.
2.3.1 Conventional Brushing and Linking
Hearst [Hea99] defines brushing and linking as “the connecting of two or more
views of the same data, such that a change to the representation in one view affects
the representation in the other views as well.” Voigt [Voi02] states that interactively
selecting a set of data items is called brushing, whereas making a connection, through
showing links or highlighting, to items in other views that represent the brushed
data points is linking.
Brushing and linking can be used to combine visualization techniques and to balance
out the disadvantages of single visualizations [Kei02]. Therefore, it is not surprising
that it is one of the most commonly implemented interaction techniques in CMV
applications [Rob07]. It is also part of popular toolkits, such as D3 [Bos+11] and
Tableau [Tab18]. Becker & Cleveland [BC87] introduced brushing and linking and
used it for scatter plot matrices in 1987. Various takes on brushing and linking have
been developed over the years. Koytek et al. [Koy+17] offer a collection of works
that deal with brushing and linking in the context of InfoVis. They explain, that
there are different versions of brushing and linking, such as highlighting elements in
other views by hovering over data points. Drawing a shape, such as a rectangle or a
lasso, to select data points is considered brushing and linking as well.
The most common implementations of brushing and linking do not explicitly depict
the links. They are rather displayed in highlighting corresponding data points
(e.g., [BC87; Elm+08; Bre+16]). However, some researchers have explored the
benefit of using explicit links. VisLink [CC07], shown in Fig. 2.8, connects two 2D
visualizations in a 3D space by drawing the connections between the data points
as lines. Depending on the amount of links, they are combining the lines into edge
bundles. Explicit links are also used in ConnectedCharts by Viau & McGuffin [VM12].
They facilitate creating new charts by combining visualizations. In contrast to
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VisLink [CC07], they use multiple 2D visualizations and arrange them inside a 2D
space. As mentioned in Section 2.2, Lark [Tob+09] takes a less automatic approach.
It allows the users to choose how the information is linked and where in the InfoVis
pipeline it is linked by interacting with a meta-visualization (see Fig. 2.9).
Claessen & Wijk [CW11] establish flexible linked axes. Their system does not
connect different views but different axes by brushing and linking. They support
multiple axes to be connected to create new charts, as seen in Fig. 2.13. They
further support selecting a part of the axes to highlight them through their links.
MyBrush by Koytek et al. [Koy+17] deconstructs brushing and linking into three
components: source, link, and target. They are incorporating personal agency to
offer the user to customize all three parts of the interaction. An example scenario can
be seen in Fig. 2.14. They further define a design space for brushing and linking, that
includes the temporality of a brush, if a system supports group selection, and if logical
combinations can be executed among other aspects. Further newer applications of
brushing and linking include Show me the invisible [Gey+14], Domino [Gra+14],
and Entourage [Lex+13].
Fig. 2.13 Linking multiple axes to each other using flexible linked axes by Claessen & Wijk [CW11].
Fig. 2.14 Using deconstructed brushing and linking to explore multiple visualizations [Koy+17].
2.3.2 Brushing and Linking with Multiple or Mobile Devices
There are only very few works that deal with brushing and linking on mobile devices
or using multiple devices. However, systems in the area of cross-device interaction
exist that tackle the challenge of linking devices. We examine the related works for
brushing and linking in InfoVis and in cross-device interaction.
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Usage in InfoVis
We only know of three works that relate to brushing and linking on mobile devices in
the InfoVis community. There are some more works that relate slightly to brushing
and linking and deal with a combination of devices [Zad+14; Woz+14]. However,
they either combine the mobile device with large screens [Zad+14] or they do not
support brushing and linking in multiple visualization views [Woz+14].
Sadana & Stasko [SS16a] present a CMV application for tablet computers, that
allows brushing and linking over three different views. They support one tablet and
try to use the provided space to its full potential (see Fig. 2.10). However, they do not
explicitly focus on brushing and linking. They incorporate it in their CMV application
and it works “as one would typically expect for visualization applications” [SS16a].
When David Meets Goliath by Horak et al. [Hor+18] uses a large interactive display
in combination with a smartwatch to interact with CMVs, as shown in Fig. 2.12.
In this context, they implemented brushing and linking without focussing on it.
It is included in their CMV application on the large display. Using both, mobile
and multiple devices, for brushing and linking, is done by VisTiles by Langner
et al. [Lan+17]. They combine multiple mobile devices to interact with a CMV
application that is distributed among the screens. Brushing and linking is supported
in a basic way, where the user can create one selection, that is overwritten when
they create a new selection. Furthermore, they support brushing of axes and data
elements.
Usage in Cross-Device Interaction
In the context of our work, we investigate possibilities to create brushing and linking
for multiple mobile devices. Therefore, we broadened our definition of brushing
and linking and extended it to include cross-device interaction. People often deal
with linking devices and creating awareness for surrounding devices in the field of
cross-device interaction.
Fig. 2.15 Relate Gateway by Gellersen et al. [Gel+09].
Most of the applications try to create awareness for other devices by using marks
around the edges similar to off-screen visualization [BR03; Gus+08]. Gellersen et
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al. [Gel+09] developed the Relate Gateways, shown in Fig. 2.15. The gateways
display nearby services, such as a printer, and are arranged around the screen’s edges
where they indicate the direction the service or device is located. Furthermore, they
serve as access points to services. Users can execute drag and drop operations to use
a service or they can click on the gateway as they would on a button.
Fig. 2.16 Showing the visual indicators used by Marquart et al. [Mar+12]
Building on the Relate Gateways [Gel+09], Marquart et al. [Mar+12] add visual
indicators around the screen as well. However, the interaction possibilities with this
indicator depend on the relative distance of the user to the device. Users can either
create a connection to the device or receive more information by moving closer.
These visual indicators can be seen in Fig. 2.16. Rädle et al. [Rä+15] also make use
of visual indicators around the edges. They call them Edge Bubbles and use them
for interacting with remote devices. They enable dragging and dropping of files to
another devices or copying the text on a remote device. The dragging and dropping
operation can be seen in Fig. 2.17. Conductor by Hamilton & Wigdor [HW14] use
the visual indicator differently. They use it as a notification for incoming information
from other devices.
Fig. 2.17 Edge Bubbles by Rädle et al. [Rä+15].
Piazza et al. [Pia+13] combine a tablet and a smartphone for various interaction
techniques. One of them includes brushing and linking. While reading a text on a
tablet that includes a link, the user can tap the link and it opens on the secondary
device, a phone.
Chung & North created SAViL, a system that synthesizes distributed information
across multiple devices by linking the information, as depicted in Fig. 2.18. SAViL
includes brushing and linking for visual text analysis. Apart from using multiple
devices, such as large screens and mobile devices, they developed different linking
styles, where they highlight various aspects of a connection, bundle the links for one
view, or for one device.
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Fig. 2.18 Setup with multiple mobile devices using SAViL by Chung & North [CN17] to link the
devices.
2.3.3 Selection Management for Brushing and Linking
How selections are created is often an important part of brushing and linking,
as shown in the literature review provided by Koytek et al. [Koy+17]. Recently,
even more specific cases, such as selecting data elements on tablets [SS16b], were
addressed. However, taking selections a step further and exploring their potential
and how users could use them is rarely done.
We reviewed a pool of papers regarding how selections are treated after they were
created and if they are stored. Our pool consisted of the previous mentioned
papers in this chapter and chosen papers from the literature review by Koytek et
al. [Koy+17]. We chose the papers that Koytek et al. [Koy+17] considered persistent
in their temporality, i.e. that they keep selections until they are explicitly deleted.
From out total pool of papers, we found that if selections are mentioned, it is about
how elements are selected [CN17; CW11; CC07; Koy+17; Lan+17; ME13; SS14;
SS16a; VM12; Zad+14; Woz+14]. If selections are further used or if they are kept
was rarely talked about.
Some applications do not focus on selection management but include some of it
nonetheless. For instance, Jänicke et al. [Jä+08] offer a rectangle, a circle, and a
lasso selection. The selection’s color can be changed through the menu evoked by
right-clicking on a selected point. Additionally, they support annotations that can
be accessed through the same menu. City’o’scope by Brodbeck & Girardin [BG03]
defines and supports three types of selections: probing, selecting, and painting which
vary in temporality. Painting data elements is a permanent selection until it is reset.
However, they only include a small part of selection management by supporting to
change a selection’s color by pressing a button. Konyha et al. [Kon+06] support
permanent selections that can be dragged, resized, and combined by operations.
In addition, a tabular display shows detailed numeric information about the data
elements that are currently brushed.
Horak et al. [Hor+18] use a separate device, a smartwatch, as personal storage
for selections, which they call sets, illustrated in Fig. 2.19. Their system is shown
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in Fig. 2.12. They support merging selections by applying operations, such as
union or intersection. The selections they support are permanent since they are
automatically stored on the smartwatch. After storing a selection, they can be
temporarily linked to another view. By executing a gesture, they can be pushed to
the large display and the link is permanent. Here, selection management is moved
to a separate device that holds all selections.
Fig. 2.19 Using a smartwatch as a personal storage for sets [Hor+18].
Elmqvist et al. [Elm+08] support a number of queries for their visualization. These
queries are groups of data points, thus they are what we call selections. Their queries
are stored in a window that is inspired by the photoshop layers (see Fig. 2.20).
Queries can be selected, named, and deleted. The user can drag one query onto
another one to perform a union or an intersection operation. Furthermore, they
show the size of the query through a visual indication of the percentage of items it
has selected.
Fig. 2.20 The query window by Elmqvist et al. [Elm+08] that is used to manage queries.
In Stahnke et al.’s [Sta+16] scatter plot visualization, the user can drag the mouse
around points or shift-click to select them to create a temporary selection. They
are automatically grouped and can be stored as a new permanent selection. After
storing it, the user can name the selection. The part of their UI for the selection
management can be seen in Fig. 2.21. Every selection has a different color and the
management window shows the selection’s name, the number of data items, and a
thumbnail of their location in the scatter plot.
Mondrian by Theus [The02] specifically deals with selection techniques and how to
manage the selections. Mondrian [The02] keeps a list of every selection that belongs
to the data set, where selections can be active (shown in black) or inactive (shown in
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Fig. 2.21 Stahnke et al. [Sta+16] use thumbnails of the visualization to store selections.
grey). He states that there are three ways of creating selections. The standard way
where a new selection automatically replaces the old one. The advanced way that
supports applying operations to selections to drill them down. The third way, he calls
it storing the sequence of selections, enables the user to change the selection at any
time. According to his categorization, only three of the papers we found [Elm+08;
Sta+16; Hor+18] operate in the third way. Most other work around brushing and
linking belongs to the standard way and some fall in the second category.
2.4 Summary
Overall, the related work for selection management in the context of brushing and
linking for multiple, mobile devices is a combination of InfoVis literature and work in
cross-device interaction that we used to inspire our exploration of the topic. Table 2.1
gives an overview over the presented works and how they relate. In summary, we
can say that especially looking at the first four columns there are four distinct groups
of related works:
• CMV applications that use mobile devices
• Systems that combine multiple and mobile devices
• InfoVis on mobile devices
• Traditional CMV applications that do not use mobile devices
There is also one outlier by Stahnke et al. [Sta+16]. This paper relates because of
how it deals with selections and its management component. However, it does not
fit in any of the other categories.
In the following chapters, we keep the established guidelines from the InfoVis
community around CMVs and try to incorporate parts from cross-device interaction
to translate brushing and linking from traditional interfaces to mobile devices.
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3Selection Management and
Brushing and Linking for Mobile
Cross-Device Interaction
In this chapter, we present our concept which uses VisTiles by Langner et al. [Lan+17]
as a basis and extends it with support for brushing and linking and selection man-
agement. Overall, our UI concept consists of five main parts:
Visualization View Creating selections within a visualization
Selection Menu Interacting with selections within a visualization
Selection List Managing multiple selections
Detail View Managing a single selection
Portal View Linking selections to other devices
The following sections further explain these components and the role they play in the
UI. First, we present initial thoughts on the selection management framework and
explain how it can be used. Second, we explain VisTiles as the basis for our concept
and mention the changes we made. Third, we describe aspects that we considered
during our design process. Section 3.4 deals with creating selections inside a
visualization whereas Section 3.5 shows how to further interact with selections
inside a visualization. Section 3.6 describes the managing of multiple selections.
In contrast, Fig. 3.31 attends to managing a single selection. Linking selections to
other devices is described in Fig. 3.39. Sections 3.9 and 3.10 further explain features
of the UI. Finally, Section 3.1 describes summarizes this chapter by applying the
selection management framework to our own concept.
3.1 The Selection Management Framework
During our iterative design process, we structured our ideas into single UI concepts.
We unified them into one concept that is part of this chapter. The single parts of our
concept address different aspects. We noticed the following categories for the single
elements of the UI:
Number of Devices Is one single device used or are multiple devices com-
bined?
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Number of Selections Is only one selection at a time supported or can multi-
ple selections be used at the same time?
Temporality of Selections Are the selections temporary or permanent?
We define temporary selections as selections that are not part of a selection manage-
ment system, i.e. they can neither be stored nor can operations be applied to them.
Permanent selections, however, are stored selections that can be further worked
with.
We realized that we created a conceptual framework. It presents a way to categorize
the interaction with selections and situate them in the context of multiple mobile
devices. It describes a design space that can be used to inform and create future
designs for managing selections in a multi-device environment. Table 3.1 shows how
our UI elements fit into the framework.
TEMPORARY SELECTIONS PERMANENT SELECTIONS
SINGLE DEVICE
SINGLE
SELECTION
MULTIPLE
SELECTION
MULTIPLE DEVICES
SINGLE DEVICE
MULTIPLE DEVICES
SELECTION MENUSELECTION MENU
SELECTION LIST
VISUALIZATION VIEW
PORTAL VIEW
PORTAL VIEW
DETAIL VIEW
Tab. 3.1 The five parts of the UI categorized by number of devices, number of selections, and
temporality of selections.
The framework describes different dimensions of selection management. It further
extends the design space introduced by Koytek et al. [Koy+17]. They deconstruct
brushing and linking and reveal the parts: source, link, and target of the brushing
and linking technique. In our case, the framework does not focus on brushing and
linking in particular but rather on selections itself even though it originated from
brushing and linking.
Koytek et al.’s [Koy+17] design space lists the number of selections as “Multiple
Selections”. They use a dimension called temporality as well. However, it differs
from our perspective on it. Koytek et al. [Koy+17] define three cases of temporality:
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transient, temporary, and persistent. Brushes are transient when they are only
active as long as a cursor points at a data item. Temporary brushes stay active until
a new brush is generated. Persistent brushes are active until they are removed.
Relating them to our framework, Koytek et al.’s [Koy+17] transient and temporary
brushes belong to our temporary selections. Their persistent brushes, however, can
be either part of our temporary category or the permanent category depending on
the existence of a selection management system. Therefore, we extend Koytek et
al.’s [Koy+17] temporality category by one attribute, permanent selections.
The framework can be used to classify parts of an interface regarding managing
selections in multi-device environments, as done in Table 3.1. Moreover, we could
use it to categorize existing work to putz it into perspective considering selection
management.
3.2 Fundamental Information about VisTiles
Before explaining the parts of our concept, we briefly describe how VisTiles [Lan+17]
deal with device relations
The relations between devices can be determined by their locations. However,
VisTiles [Lan+17] established workspaces as a way to support collaboration and
coordinate between different views. Thus, they create a relation between devices
that is independent from their location. Overall, we focus on three different device
relations that are illustrated in Fig. 3.1. The “relation” between two devices that
shows the least proximity is when two devices are not related at all, i.e., the devices
are not spatially close and do not belong to the same workspace. If devices share
a workspace their overall proximity increases and they share attributes that are
exclusive to their workspace. The highest proximity achievable in our case is
the side-by-side state. Devices in this state belong to the same workspace and are
arranged side-by-side. A device or view that is side-by-side to another view is called an
associated view to the other view. These relations have previously been established
by Langner et al. [Lan+17] in VisTiles. For the relations included in this work,
absolute tracking is a benefit but they can be implemented without. For instance, the
side-by-side state can be achieved by executing a gesture, such as a pinch, to connect
the two devices that are placed next to each other.
Since the presented concept relies on VisTiles, parts of it were adopted, such as
device relations. Other parts were altered to support new features. A component
that we decided to change is the use of color. In VisTiles, visualizations have a color
scheme that is part of the visual encoding. Additionally, the colored border around
the edges of the screen represents the workspace with a distinct color for every
workspace. For our concept, we decided to reserve the color usage for selections in
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NOT RELATED SIDE-BY-SIDESAMEWORKSPACE
PROXIMITY
AAA
B
Fig. 3.1 Three device relations: Devices that are not related, devices sharing the same workspace,
and two devices sharing the same workspace and are arranged side-by-side. (from left)
A
Fig. 3.2 Triangular shape in the top left corner of every view showing the letter A. This view belongs
to workspace A.
general. Every selection gets an individual, bright color. Other, non-selected data
elements use different shades of grey or muted colors to not interfere with selections.
Workspaces are no longer represented with a border but with a triangular shape in
the top left corner of the screen which is shown in Fig. 3.2. It depicts a letter that
corresponds with the name of the workspace. The first workspace is Workspace A,
the second is Workspace B and so forth. For now the workspace’s names are fixed
but in the future their names could be changed by the users. Color is reserved for
the interaction with selections, as previously seen by Stahnke et al. [Sta+16].
3.3 Design Considerations
In the context of distributed CMV applications on multiple, co-located mobile devices,
two aspects are responsible for making brushing and linking a challenge in contrast
to traditional settings: Combining multiple, heterogeneous devices in one system and
having various people interact with the system at the same time. Starting with these
two issues and taking inspiration from related works [Ise+13; Chu+15; Blu+15],
we explored their implications and challenges for designing the concept. We derived
six Design Considerations (DC) that served as guidelines for our design process and
form the foundation for all parts of the concept presented hereinafter:
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DC 1 Novice users versus expert users
Is the concept tailored towards users with different expertise levels?
DC 2 Collaboration
Does the concept promote collaboration and supports the user in collabo-
rating with others?
DC 3 Relations between devices
Are the relations and connections between individual devices visualized
and communicated?
DC 4 Spatially aware devices versus spatially agnostic devices
Are the devices aware of their own position in relation to the other devices?
DC 5 Distributed views versus views on the device
Are related views on one device or are they distributed onto several devices?
DC 6 Device attributes
What are the devices properties, such as its form factor, size, resolution,
and input and output modalities?
The first two considerations (DC 1 and DC 2) relate to having multiple users, the
last three (DC 4, DC 5, and DC 6) deal with multiple mobile devices, and the third
consideration (DC 3) is connected to users and devices at the same time.
3.3.1 Multi User: Novice Users Versus Expert Users and
Collaboration
Different people come with varying expertise levels regarding the presented system.
People who work with visualizations regularly and people who use mobile devices
every day. At the same time people who might not own a mobile device or have
never seen a CMV application before could come in touch with the system. Our
concept reflects these stages of competence especially in the way we designed and
adapted the interface for novice and expert users (DC 1). Apart from different skill
levels, users have various goals while using and exploring a visualization system.
People can work together and are encouraged to do so (DC 2) but they should have
the option to have their personal space where they work on their own. If one person
has the possibility to affect a device that another person is working with, informing
people about changes becomes essential. Arising questions are: What is changing?
Where does it come from? Who is responsible for the change? Can I prevent the
change from happening? If not, can I revert the change? Considering these issues is
part of our concept (DC 3).
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3.3.2 Multi Device: Spatially Awareness, Distributed Views,
and Device Attributes
Mobile devices are heterogeneous and appear in many shapes, such as tablets and
smaller phones. For instance, they vary in overall size, bezel size and provided
sensors (DC 6). In a system like VisTiles [Lan+17] that encourages people to
bring their own devices and incorporate them into the system, social issues could
emerge. Some people might not want their devices to be used by other people and
consider their device as private. If the device is viewed as private by the owner
is another attribute that influences process. Regarding the devices, working with
devices that know their position in relation to other devices is an opportunity. This
information can be used to create spatially aware interactions. However, currently
spatially awareness requires a tracking system (see VisTiles) which is not always
available. Therefore, our concept is tailored towards both cases: spatially aware
and agnostic devices (DC 4). The devices’ locations are essential information to
the users especially in a case like ours where an action on one device can affect
another device. Keeping the user informed about the change and the device’s state
in the current workflow is beneficial, i.e., how the different devices are related and
connected (DC 3). This is crucial when views, that manipulate and control other
views, are distributed, such as setting menus. In case of having views that interact
with each other on different devices, the user needs awareness for the connection
between the views (DC 5).
3.4 Creating Selections Within a Visualization
A
Fig. 3.3 The Visualization View with a scatter plot and two selections, a green one and a pink one.
The pink selection is currently in the Editing Mode. In the top right corner there are two
buttons. The top one opens a menu to access settings and workspaces. The bottom one
opens the Selection List (see Section 3.6)
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Starting with a visualization, one of the first actions people want to do is getting an
overview of the data. Their next actions usually include looking for subsets of data
that they are interested in. Generating selections helps with this step and structures
the items into subsets. We define selections as a number of specific elements from a
data set that are of interest to the user. Usually, the user creates selections but selec-
tions can also be the product of an automated process or be provided by the system
itself. For instance after brushing elements in a visualization they are considered a
selection. Thus, selections can represent a foundation for all visualization tasks that
require examining subsets. Figure 3.3 illustrates a Visualization View with a scatter
plot and several selections. Other possible visualization types are bar charts, line
charts, parallel coordinate plots, and stream graphs.
3.4.1 Selection Techniques
As soon as the person found data items of interest, they are encouraged to use the
selection techniques our interface provides (see Fig. 3.4), that were inspired by
Sadana & Stasko [SS14]:
• Tapping on single elements to select and deselect them.
• Using a lasso to enclose multiple elements by executing a double tap and
dragging subsequently.
• Brushing an axis to specify a range that contains elements by dragging over an
axis.
B CA
Fig. 3.4 Methods for selecting items or areas in a visualization: (a) Tapping to select items, (b)
drawing a Lasso to select items, and (c) Brushing over an axis to select a range.
At first, we included a rectangular selection like in MyBrush [Koy+17]. We decided
against it since the Lasso provides all the features the rectangular selection offers
and more. To support creating selections some basic functions are available, such
as zooming and panning. The user can zoom by using a pinch gesture and pan by
dragging the view. Zooming addresses the issue of identifying small data points,
e.g., in a scatter plot, mentioned by Sadana & Stasko [SS14]. They also argued that
the Lasso technique and the Axis Pan technique (equivalent to our Axis Brush) are
suitable for scatter plot visualizations on mobile devices. Furthermore, a button
in the top right corner opens the Selection List, where all generated selections are
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stored in. The Selection List is further explained in Section 3.6. How selections are
created in detail is different for novice and expert users since they have different
needs and expertise levels to work with. If the system is in novice or expert mode is
defined in the settings menu.
3.4.2 Creating Selections for Novice Users and the Editing
Mode
At the beginning, novice users can use one of the aforementioned selection techniques
to create a new selection. Tapping an element, brushing an axis, or drawing a lasso
generates a new selection which opens the Selection Menu at the same time (see
Section 3.5). The user can manually evoke the Selection Menu by double tapping
an item in the selection. The selection starts in a so called Editing Mode where the
user can modify the selection. The Editing Mode is the only way for a novice user
to modify their selection. A selection’s items that are in the Editing Mode have an
additional light outline as illustrated in Fig. 3.5. The user can modify the items in the
selection by using the selection techniques. They can use them in the described way.
Tapping a single item that is already in the selection deselects the item. Tapping an
item that is not part of the selection adds it. The Lasso and the Axis Brush always add
the chosen items to the selection and never deselect them. After making the desired
changes, there are three ways for exiting the Editing Mode and storing the changes
made: Double tap on the visualization background, switching off the Editing Mode
in the Selection Menu (see Section 3.5) or in the Selection List (see Section 3.6).
If no selection is in Editing Mode, executing a selection technique creates a new
selection. As mentioned before the Editing Mode is highlighted by a light colored
outline around the data items (see Fig. 3.5). It is not a global mode and is restricted
to one device, i.e., a selection in Editing Mode on one device appears normal on
other devices that show the same selection.
Fig. 3.5 A blue selection in a scatter plot visualization in Editing Mode. The light colored outline
around the circles show that the visualization is currently in the Editing Mode.
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3.4.3 Creating Selections for Expert Users
In contrast to novice users, expert users have a more flexible way of creating
selections which allows for parallel interactions at the same time. For experts
the Editing Mode plays a smaller role and is not primarily used when modifying
selections. However, every executed selection technique creates a new selection
by default. To add or remove items the person needs to use one hand to hold an
item that is part of the selection to signify that they want to modify this selection.
With the other hand, they can perform a selecting technique. If they brush an axis,
draw a lasso, or tap a single unselected item while still holding a selection item, the
newly selected items are added to the selection. Tapping an item that is part of the
selection while holding another item, removes it. For experts, the Selection Menu
does not appear automatically when a selection is created. It has to be evoked by
double tapping on an item in the selection.
3.4.4 Temporary and Permanent Selections
The concept of brushing and linking is involved in the creation process of a selection.
At the moment of creation, a selection is automatically linked to all views in the same
workspace. However, our concept implements two types of selections: temporary
selections and permanent selections. Temporary selections are quick and easy
to work with but less powerful than permanent selections. Every selection is a
temporary selection when it is created. It can be turned into a permanent selection
by storing it (see Section 3.5). A temporary selection on the one hand is always
linked to all devices in the current workspace, i.e., it is highlighted on all views. It
has a limited amount of features and settings. Because it can be deleted quickly it
does not lead to unwanted clutter. On the other hand, a permanent selection can
be deactivated instead of deleted. The user can choose to which views they want
to link a permanent selection instead of having to link them to all views. It can
be linked to specific views only instead of all views. It can also be used as a filter
and it can be combined with other permanent selections. In case a person wants to
quickly see where some data items are located in another visualization temporary
selections are sufficient and convenient. However, turning a temporary selection into
a permanent selection can be beneficial. If the person wants to keep the selection
but not have it visible all the time, permanent selections solve the problem. The
same goes for combining selections by creating an intersection, sharing them with
other workspaces, or viewing them only on selected devices to not disturb people
using the other devices. When we started developing the concept we only used
permanent selections which were powerful and customizable because we wanted to
supply the user with features that enrich the brushing and linking process. However,
we discovered that quickly selecting items and immediately seeing their connection
to other views is a core feature of CMVs. Restricting the use to permanent selections
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would prevent this rapid interaction. Therefore, we established temporary selections
that work in a similar way as traditional brushing and linking interfaces, as seen in
VisTiles [Lan+17].
Furthermore, we added an interaction technique that is available from every view in
the system: Shaking the device “highlights” all devices belonging to the workspace.
This means that the target devices’ screens show a bright colored overlay that
presents the workspace’s name and the corresponding letter for a few moments.
Figure 3.6 depicts this screen. Additionally to the visual signal, the device starts to
vibrate for a short amount of time. This is especially helpful if many devices are
positioned on the table.
A
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Fig. 3.6 A device showing the overlay that appears when the user highlights the devices belonging to
the workspace by shaking the device. The overlay shows the letter that corresponds to the
workspace.
3.4.5 Highlighting Workspace Devices
This possibility of highlighting devices ties into the awareness aspect that brushing
and linking includes. Creating and preserving awareness for the devices belonging
to the interactive surroundings of the user is crucial in a distributed setting. Aside
from our proposed solution, we identified other techniques that are suitable for
highlighting and drawing attention to distant devices and belong to different groups.
It is important to notice that all techniques work for spatially aware and spatially
agnostic devices alike.
Visual cues offer the largest range of different techniques. Static visual cues are,
for instance, filling the whole screen with a bright color (Fig. 3.6), flashing the
screen once or twice (Fig. 3.7b), or showing a colored frame around the edges of
the screen (Fig. 3.7a). They can range from more subtle to bold and depending on
the situation they can all be useful. Dynamic visual cues involve animation which
is usually more distracting and intense, especially if a person is currently working
with the device. The view itself or the elements within the view can be used for
animation such as pulsing or shaking. Audio cues provide techniques ranging from
subdued to very dominant depending on their pitch, volume, and the actual sound.
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Fig. 3.7 Two types of visual cues: (a) a colored frame around the edges of the screen and (b) a
colored flashing of the screen.
They do not disturb the person interacting with the device but they attract other
people to the device. However, they are less intrusive than some visual cues. The last
group of techniques is haptic cues which is rather restricted due to the technologies.
Examples for haptic cues are vibration or force feedback. Compared to vibration,
force feedback is very hard to achieve in current mobile devices. Additional hardware
is needed to be attached to the device. Potentially, it could be used to change the
position of a device to convey some kind of direction. However, vibration is available
for all mobile devices and is a feature that is rarely used. By vibrating, the device
shows that a change occurred.
We decided to use a combination of visual and haptic cues since the visual channel
is the one that is most used by interacting with mobile devices. Adding vibration
seemed like an unusual choice but an interesting one that we want to investigate
more in the future.
3.4.6 Further Interaction
Another kind of technique we previously introduced is a Side-by-side Interactions.
In the case of Visualization Views, we support one that works implicitly for two
Visualization Views in a side-by-side state. If the two views show the same active
selections, links will be drawn between the selections’ elements. This is an explicit
form of the brushing and linking in a distributed setting. Chung & North [CN17]
have a setting of devices that is similar in appearance. However, our links are drawn
when the devices are close to each other. Figure 3.8 shows this technique
To further support the fast and convenient way of using selections, we decided to
include a function that clears the Visualization View, i.e., all temporary selections
are deleted and permanent selections are deactivated. To clear the Visualization
View the person performs a hold on the visualization’s background. Regarding the
interaction in the Visualization View, temporary and permanent selections do not
differ much since every selection starts as a temporary one. Although, the Selection
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Fig. 3.8 Two devices side-by-side showing Visualization Views. The connections between the same
data elements in both visualizations are shown through drawn links.
Menu that provides the user with essential features is different for both selection
types which we explain in the following section.
Summary: Visualization View
Selecting Techniques
• Create Lasso. Double tap and drag
• Create Axis Brush. Drag over axis
• Select and deselect element. Tap data element
Zoom. Pinch
Pan. Drag
Open Selection List. Tap on button in the top right corner (see Fig. 3.3)
Open Selection Menu. Double tap on data element belonging to the selection
Clear view. Hold on the visualization background (= Delete all temporary
selections and deactivate all permanent selections)
Exit Editing Mode.
– Double tap on the visualization background
– Switching off the Editing Mode in the Selection Menu (see Section 3.5)
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– Switching off the Editing Mode in the Selection List (see Section 3.6)
Highlight workspace devices. Shake the device
Draw links between corresponding selection elements. Links are automatically
drawn between corresponding selections if side-by-side with a Visualization
View
Creating Selections for Novice Users
• Create a new selection. Exit Editing Mode if necessary and execute a
selection technique. The new selection starts in Editing Mode.
• Edit a selection. Enter Editing Mode. Use any selection technique to add.
Use tapping an item to remove it from the selection.
Creating Selections for Expert Users
• Create a new selection. Every execution of a selection technique creates
a new selection.
• Edit a selection. Hold an item of the selection to be edited. While
holding, use any selection technique to add and use tapping an item to
remove it from the selection.
3.5 Interacting with Selections within a
Visualization
Creating a selection is a fundamental, first step in interacting with a visualization.
However, since our concept focuses on implementing extended brushing and linking
that allows for selection management there are more actions people want to perform
with selections. Thus, we created the Selection Menu that lets people interact with
a selection within a visualization. The Selection Menu plays an important role. It
controls and is always associated with one selection. It gives access to essential
features and operations that the user can apply to a selection. This section explains
the basic functions and explains the menu’s visuals and positioning. We discuss the
decisions we made as well as the final menu design.
As mentioned before, we differentiate between two kinds of selections: temporary
and permanent selections. Since permanent selections offer an extended set of
features, their Selection Menu is different from the one for temporary selections.
Figure 3.9 shows the Selection Menu for temporary selections in its version for novice
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Fig. 3.9 Selection Menu for temporary selections in (a) the version for novice users and (b) the
version for expert users.
Fig. 3.10 Selection Menu for permanent selections
users and for expert users. Figure 3.10 displays the Selection Menu for permanent
selections. Figure 3.11 illustrates how the two menus look in a Visualization View.
Overall, the menu is designed as a tool for easy and quick access to features. It is
represented as a rectangle with rounded corners. Its color matches the selection’s
color to indicate its belonging. The menu opens automatically when a user creates a
new selection in mode for novice users which we explained in Section 3.4. Any user
can evoke the Selection Menu by executing a double tap on a data item that belongs
to the selection. Multiple people can open multiple menus at the same time and in
the same view if they wish to. When opening the menu, it is automatically positioned
close to the selection’s elements. The interacting person can move the menu by
touching an area of the menu without icons and dragging it with one finger. They can
rotate it by using two fingers. The menu’s items show icons that represent executable
actions. The most important features are included in the Selection Menu whereas an
extensive list of possible actions can be found in the Detail View (see Section 3.7).
Menu items can be activated by tapping on them. Some menu items trigger another
level of items (e.g., the icon for color), which can be selected by simple tapping
as well. In the case of a second menu level, there is an alternative to just tapping
the menu items: the person can start dragging their finger from the original icon
position to the subsidiary icon to execute the function, as illustrated in Fig. 3.12.
This works for all secondary menus mentioned in this section and is especially suited
for experts. These second level menus can be closed by tapping on the primary item.
For closing the whole Selection Menu, it offers a small x mark on the top right corner.
The menu can not be closed by tapping outside the menu.
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Fig. 3.11 The (a) temporary Selection Menu and the (b) permanent Selection Menu in a Visualization
View.
Fig. 3.12 Dragging the finger towards the chosen sub-item from the original item to select the item.
3.5.1 Selection Menu for Temporary Selections
Figure 3.9 shows the two variants of the Selection Menu for temporary selections.
Temporary selections are supposed to be short-lived and for quick brushing and
linking to other devices. Therefore, the features included for them are limited
compared to the full set of features for permanent selections. We explain the menu
items starting from the left.
The first item is the Color item. Activating it expands another menu level that
shows the available colors (see Fig. 3.13). The space is divided into two parts. The
upper part shows a selection of colors that are currently unused in the system. The
bottom part shows the colors that are in use. By tapping the arrow on the right
side or swiping from the right, the user can scroll through more colors. Picking a
new color, changes the Selection Menu’s color. Furthermore, the Color menu item
represents the currently selected color. Color is an essential part in most interfaces
and having multiple color choices is an important accessibility component, especially
for visually impaired people and people with color vision deficiency. Hence, we
provide a number of colors to choose from. The second item is the Editing Mode item
which is only available for novice users. Expert users can manipulate selections by
directly interacting with them, as explained in Fig. 3.3. The user can toggle the item
to activate and deactivate the Editing Mode for the current selection. An activated
item has a lighter background as illustrated in Fig. 3.14. The Store item is the next
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item. It is responsible for transforming a temporary selection into a permanent
selection by storing it in the Selection List. As soon as the user activated the item,
the menu switches to the menu for permanent selections. The last item is Delete.
It will delete the selection, remove the color from the data elements, and close the
Selection Menu.
USED:
Fig. 3.13 Expanded second menu level for the Color item which shows the colors to choose from for
the selection.
Fig. 3.14 Activated Editing Mode item in the Selection Menu.
3.5.2 Selection Menu for Permanent Selections
Figure 3.10 displays the Selection Menu for permanent selections. Permanent
selections offer a rich variety of features. They are thought to be used as a storage
for data items of interest that are used regularly. The menu for permanent selections
is divided into two parts. The four items in the first part are related to brushing and
the selection itself. The three items in the second part control the linking to other
devices. In the same way as before, we explain the menu items starting with the
brushing part.
Menu Items for Brushing
The Color item works in the same manner as in the menu for temporary selections.
The second menu item in the first row is the Filter item which can be toggled.
Activating it, filters all items that do not belong to the selection which means that
they are hidden. Filtering a selection is global and affects all devices. The Aggregation
item is in the second row. Aggregation means that separate data items are combined
and displayed as one item [Koy+17]. Especially de-aggregation can offer detailed
insight for visualization techniques (see Fig. 3.15). For instance, in bar charts
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DE-AGGREGATED AGGREGATED
Fig. 3.15 The de-aggregated state on the left shows that the links of each element lead to a separated
section in the bar. In the aggregated state on the right, the links lead to the bar that contains
the data element.
Fig. 3.16 Expanded second menu level for the Join Operations item which shows the possible opera-
tions to apply to the selection.
one bar usually consists of several separate data items. In the aggregated state,
the bar is represented as one continuous bar. In the de-aggregated state, the bar
is separated into multiple bars. The individual data items are displayed with an
outline to distinguish them from the other items in the bar. The Aggregation can be
switched on and off in the same way as the Editing Mode. When a selection is first
created, aggregation is switched on. The last item in the menu’s brushing section
is Join Operations which shows two overlapping rectangles. Join Operations are
regularly used for selections [Hor+18; Kon+06; Elm+08; The02]. By activating the
item, a secondary menu opens and shows the six operations to choose from: five
operations that use two selections and one operation that uses only one selection.
The operations are the following:
• Union of two selections
• Intersection of two selections
• Symmetric difference of two selections
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• Difference of two selections in both directions
• Complement of a selection
To learn more about how each of them works and how to choose the second selection
for an operation, see Section 3.9.
Menu Items for Linking
The linking section of the Selection Menu starts with the Activate item. This item is
responsible for activating the linking to other devices. The link serves as inspiration
for the icon design. The item can be toggled and is switched on by default. If a
selection is active, it is linked to all devices specified in the Portal View (by default all
devices), which we explain in Section 3.8. The selection is therefore visible in other
views that belong to the workspace. If the user decides to deactivate the selection, it
is no longer visible on other devices. After deactivating a selection, it is still shown
on the current device that the interaction was executed from until the Selection
Menu is closed. The next item is the Link Style item. Link Styles determine how the
link is represented in the data items and the view themselves. Activating it expands
another menu level that shows the possible Link Styles, illustrated in Figs. 3.17
to 3.19:
Color only The data items are displayed in the selection’s color (see Fig. 3.17).
Links A link is drawn as a line between two corresponding data elements
(see Fig. 3.18).
Edge Marks Edge Marks are positioned on the edge of the screen that represent
a connection between two devices (see Fig. 3.19).
Glyphs Glyphs are displayed at the edge of the screen. They show a
miniature representation of a Visualization View. They can be used
in addition to all other Link Styles (see Figs. 3.17 to 3.19a).
The menu item for using glyphs can be toggled and used combined with the other
three styles. Additionally, all Link Styles use the color to highlight the data elements.
The Link Style menu item always represents the currently selected Link Style.
Visualizing links benefits greatly from spatial awareness because we can use the
information to convey directional cues to the user. However, as mentioned before it
is not always possible to have a spatially aware setting. Hence, the Link Styles we
chose work in spatially aware and agnostic settings as shown in Figs. 3.17 to 3.19.
Edge Marks have their origin in cross-device interaction. They are used to create
awareness for surrounding devices [Gel+09; Mar+12; Rä+15] and are similar to
off-screen visualization [BR03; Gus+08]. Edge Marks can be positioned showing the
direction of the other device. They can also be positioned at the top edge without
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hinting at a direction. They are still valuable to the user because they show how
many devices a selection is linked to. The Link Style Links is a special case since
it can only be used under certain circumstances in a spatially agnostic setting: the
devices need to be side-by-side to show the links. Otherwise, information about
the direction is not available and therefore, links cannot be drawn in the correct
direction. Furthermore, to avoid cluttering, we recommend using Links only to
visualize links to one or two other views.
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Fig. 3.17 Link Style Color only in different setting (a) in a spatially aware setting with glyphs and (b)
in a spatially agnostic setting without glyphs.
A A
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Fig. 3.18 Link Style Links in different setting (a) in a spatially aware setting with glyphs and (b) in a
spatially agnostic setting without glyphs.
A A
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Fig. 3.19 Link Style Edge Marks in different setting (a) in a spatially aware setting with glyphs and (b)
in a spatially agnostic setting without glyphs.
Visualizing links ties into the awareness aspect of brushing and linking. By visualizing
the link between selections, the person is more aware of the connection. Visualizing
links can be done explicitly and implicitly. Explicitly drawing lines is the most
common and established way of showing the connection between two selections.
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The lines can be drawn as straight lines, curved lines, or dashed lines. Using implicit
cues shows that there is a connection to another device but there is no clear indication
of the connection between single data elements. Implicit cues can be represented
as visual cues or animation cues. Visual cues show a connection to another device
or view. Examples for this category are the Edge Marks, colored circles increasing
in size (see Fig. 3.20a), and colored rays (see Fig. 3.20b). Animation cues are an
ambivalent technique because they are prominent and dominant. An example of
how to use animation as a cue for links is shown in Fig. 3.20c. The chosen selection
moves as a less opaque copy into the direction where the linked views are. This
technique needs to be used carefully but can be of use in some situations.
B CA
Fig. 3.20 Three implicit cues that can be used for link visualization: (a) Colored circles, (b) colored
rays, and (c) using movement as an animation cue to represent links. The movement is
along the dashed lines.
The last menu item is the Link to other devices item. It leads to the Portal View where
the user can make changes to the devices that they want to link the selection to.
How the Portal View works and what it looks like, is described in Section 3.8.
3.5.3 Design Process
Through our design process, we explored different styles and positions for the menu.
In the beginning, the idea was to implement a radial menu like the one shown in
MyBrush [Koy+17] (see Fig. 3.21b). Since it was used in MyBrush for a purpose
similar to ours, it is an obvious consideration. The other option was keeping the
design consistent with VisTiles by using the rectangular menus with rounded corners,
as seen in Fig. 3.21a. MyBrush’s menu shows a lot of hierarchy and multiple levels
whereas ours is rather flat with items predominantly on one level. This was a minor
aspect that spoke against using a radial menu because we thought that we could not
use the radial menu to its full potential if our menu does not have multiple levels.
Although it could have worked, keeping the consistency with VisTiles seemed more
important since the projects are closely related. Hence, we decided to use the visual
design from VisTiles with some inspiration from MyBrush
For the components included in the menu, our first iteration started with the My-
Brush [Koy+17] menu as well. Since it breaks brushing and linking into its basic
parts and gives the user full control, it serves as a good starting point. The first
draft consisted of the components of MyBrush, the source, link, and target, in a
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Fig. 3.21 Menu options that were discussed in the beginning of the design process: (a) the menu from
VisTiles [Lan+17] and (b) the menu from MyBrush [Koy+17]
VisTiles inspired menu design. From that state onwards, menu items were refined,
omitted, or augmented. We tried to keep the notion of personal agency that MyBrush
established by deconstructing brushing and linking. However, we did not want to
overwhelm the user by offering too much customization in addition to the selection
management tools that we wanted to incorporate. Therefore, the compromise was
reducing the number of personalization tools for brushing and linking in favor of
adding instruments for selection management. We merged the settings for source
and target because in most cases it is sufficient and even desired for the source and
the target to have the same visual appearance. We also chose to omit the outline
color. In case an outline is needed (e.g., for de-aggregation), a neutral colored
outline is provided.
For the menu’s location, attaching it onto the upper edge of the screen was the initial
idea. (see Fig. 3.22a) It again aims for consistency with the menus used in VisTiles.
These are attached to the edges of the screen, rectangular and have rounded corners.
However, the screen’s edges can be far away from the selection it is representing
which can lead to problems depending on the size of the screen. Usually, it is easier
and more intuitive to have the menu closer to the element it is associated with. A
further problem are multiple selections with several menus. The screen’s edges could
hold a few menus but the screen real estate is used up quickly. Therefore, a menu
attached to the selection was a plausible idea to come up with, shown in Fig. 3.22b.
Even though the menu is very close to the selection itself and multiple selections
are no issue, it presents some problems. For instance, if the selection is small and
only consists of a few elements, it is difficult to find the space for a menu with more
than one or two items. Even more so, if the menu has a lot of items to choose from.
Because the menu does not change its position, a small or big part depending on
the amount of menu items is always occluded. The person needs to pan the view in
order to access the occluded parts again. Another issue that developed during the
design process is the shape that was drawn to create the selection. At the beginning,
we kept the Lassos and the Axis Brushes, that were drawn by the user, visible and
connected the menu to the Lasso with a line. After omitting the drawn shapes,
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visually connecting the menu to the selection bears more problems because it now
consists of single data elements instead of a drawn shape.
The final design is a compromise with elements from both ideas. We designed a
menu that is separate from the selection shape but still visually connected to it. The
small rectangular menu that holds the menu items pops up close to the selection
when evoked. The menu’s color always shows its connection to the selection it
represents. The advantage of this positioning over the other concepts is that it is
local but moveable. The menu and the corresponding selection are in the same
area but there is less restriction than with the previous designs. A benefit is that
having multiple selections at the same time does not cause any obvious issues, such
as occlusion. Naturally, having a large amount of selections with their menus on a
small screen is not feasible but that applies to all presented concepts.
BA
Fig. 3.22 Different menu placements that were discussed during the design process: (a) Menu at the
top of the view and (b) a menu attached to the Lasso.
Summary: Selection Menu
Open Selection Menu. Double tap on data element belonging to the selection
Close Selection Menu. Tap on x mark in the right top corner of the menu
Move Selection Menu. Drag starting on an area of the menu without icons
Rotate Selection Menu. Drag with two fingers
Selection Menu for Temporary Selections
• Change color
• Enter/exit Editing Mode (only for novices)
• Store selection
• Delete selection
Selection Menu for Permanent Selections
• Brushing
– Change color
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– Activate and deactivate filter
– Activate and deactivate aggregation
– Apply Join Operation
• Linking
– Activate and deactivate selection
– Change Link Style
– Link to other devices
3.6 Managing Multiple Selections
When a person creates a selection, it is stored in the Selection List where each
selection receives its own entry. This list, which is shown in Fig. 3.23, is a central
part of the selection management. The list is shared by all devices in the same
workspace, which means that all devices have access to the same set of selections.
Thus, lists are automatically shared with other devices and people working with the
same data. A user can access the Selection List via tapping the list button in the top
right corner of a Visualization View, which we described in Section 3.4. To close the
list, the user can press the x mark on the top right corner of the list or execute a
swipe gesture to the right on top of the list’s title.
SELECTIONS
Selection A
5 items
Selection B
2 items
Selection C
8 items
Selection D
5 items
STORED SELECTIONS
ACTIVE
INACTIVE
Name Active
Fig. 3.23 Selection List with two temporary, one active permanent selection and 3 inactive ones.
Figure 3.23 shows the Selection List with all its features and some sample selections.
Naturally, the user can scroll up and down the Selection List, which consists mostly
of Selection Entries. The top part of the list is reserved for temporary selections. The
bottom part which is titled Stored Selections contains the permanent selections. The
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Selection Entries for temporary selections focus on functionality and practicability
whereas the entries for permanent selections concentrate on conveying information
and helping the user recognize the selections. Although, the two sections are different
they support some common interactions. If the user taps and holds a Selection Entry,
the data elements of the chosen selections start to shake in the Visualization Views.
We call this action Highlighting a selection. The shaking is used to draw attention
to data elements. This is analogous to highlighting workspace devices by shaking
the device described in Section 3.4. Highlighting a selection has a global impact
since it affects all workspace devices that the selection is active in at the moment.
If the selection is inactive, the data items will not shake. Additionally, there is a
Side-by-side Interaction that works for temporary and permanent selections. If the
device with the Selection List is side-by-side to a device with a Visualization View,
the person can double tap on a Selection Entry. This evokes a Selection Menu in
the Visualization View. The interaction also works for Selection Lists that are on
the same device as a Visualization View. It is analogous to the double tap on a data
element which opens the Selection Menu as well (see Section 3.5).
By default, the Selection List opens on the right side of the screen for landscape mode
and on the bottom part of the screen for portrait mode, illustrated in Fig. 3.24. For
devices with smaller screen sizes, splitting the view into a part for the visualization
and an overlay for the Selection List can be difficult. In that case, the list is shown
as a separate view that occupies the whole screen. When pressing the list button,
a new view that shows the Selection List opens. The separate view is illustrated
in Fig. 3.23. The list can be positioned either on the same device as a Visualization
View or it can be transferred to a separate device for increased functionality and
usability benefits by using a Side-by-side Interaction.
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Selection C
8 items
STORED SELECTIONS
ACTIVE INACTIVE
Name Active
Selection A
5 items
Selection B
2 items
SELECTIONS
A
SELECTIONS
Selection A
5 items
Selection B
2 items
Selection C
8 items
Selection D
5 items
STORED SELECTIONS
ACTIVE
INACTIVE
Name Active
A
Fig. 3.24 The Selection List (a) opens on the bottom part of the screen if the device is in portrait mode,
and it occupies the (b) right part of the screen in landscape mode.
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3.6.1 Transfer the Selection List to a Separate Device
To transfer the list to a separate device, the two devices need to be in a side-by-side
state. Smaller devices, like smartphones, are especially suited for holding a Selection
List. They can be moved easily and their size is fitting for a list and options interface.
Once the devices are arranged side-by-side, the so called Edge Menu with possible
options appears. It includes an option for transferring the Selection List to the
other device, as shown in Fig. 3.25. After relocating, the Selection List is shown
on the separate device and the original device displays the visualization. This kind
of Side-by-side Interaction is called explicit because the user explicitly starts and
controls the interaction. Yet, implicit Side-by-side Interactions do not require the
user’s confirmation. They are triggered automatically by a side-by-side state and
adjust the interface or enable certain interactions. Later in this section we explain
some implicit Side-by-side Interactions. Relocating the Selection List to a separate
device instead of having it on screen has several benefits. First, the list can be moved
around and is not bound to one device. Hence, several people can use it at the
same time while primarily interacting with other devices. Second, it offers people to
change the list’s position, since some people might prefer having the list on the left
side of the Visualization View instead of the right side. Third, the list serves as an
overview device for the workspace. It is a central hub from where the workspace
can be controlled. Using a separate device to hold selections, was done by Horak et
al. [Hor+18]. They used a smartwatch to show the selections. However, they did
not include a view that provides an overview, such as a list.
Fig. 3.25 An Edge Menu with the option to transfer the Selection List to a separate device appears
when another device is next to the current device.
3.6.2 Section for Temporary Selections
The section for temporary selections occupies the top part of the list and shows
one entry for each temporary selection. Theses list entries visually resemble their
respective Selection Menus because the available items and functionality is the same.
The user has the following options through buttons: change the selection’s color,
enter and exit the Editing Mode, store the selection, and delete it. The option to
enter and exit the Editing Mode is only available for novices. Additionally, the
option only appears if the Selection List is on the same screen as a Visualization
View. Alternatively, the Selection List can be side-by-side to a Visualization View.
The reason for combining the two views is that the Editing Mode always needs a
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visualization that it can be used in. It works as an implicit Side-by-side Interaction.
An example of a Selection Entry in expert mode is shown in Fig. 3.26.
The Selection List also supports an explicit Side-by-side Interaction. In case the
Selection List is put next to a Visualization View, the Edge Menu appears and includes
an item for storing a selection, i.e., convert it to a permanent selection. There is one
menu item for each temporary selection that is currently in the Visualization View.
Figure 3.27 illustrates an exemplary Edge Menu for two temporary selections.
Fig. 3.26 Selection Entry for a temporary selection in expert mode.
SELECTIONS
Selection A
5 items
Selection B
2 items
Selection C
8 items
Selection D
5 items
STORED SELECTIONS
ACTIVE
INACTIVE
Name Active
A
Fig. 3.27 Edge Menu for a Selection List is side-by-side to a Visualization View. It includes a Store
selection button for every temporary selection in the Visualization View. In this case two
buttons for a green selection and a blue selection.
3.6.3 Section for Permanent Selections
The section for the permanent selection is located below the part for the temporary
selections. This part is more elaborated and offers more features than the temporary
section.
Sorting and Grouping
The two drop-down lists below the heading are for sorting and grouping the selec-
tions, which can be seen in Fig. 3.23. The right one presents the sorting options
whereas the left shows the grouping. Currently, the list in the figure is sorted by the
selection’s names and grouped by their activity or inactivity. By tapping on one of
the areas, a drop-down list appears showing the user possible alternatives. They can
choose to sort the list by attributes, including the following:
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• Name. Sort by name of the selection
• Number of elements. Sort by number of elements in the selection
• Newest first. From the last created selection to the first created selection
• Oldest first. From the first created selection to the last created selection
• Last use. Descending from the most recently used selection
The attributes Name and Number of elements are available in an ascending and in a
descending way. All attributes’ point of reference is the current workspace. Grouping
works in a similar manner with a drop-down list. The Selection List can be grouped
by one attribute at a time. At the moment, the list can be grouped by active and
inactive selections or the user can choose not split the list into groups. Further
attributes to group the selections can be added.
Selection Entry
The Selection Entry is the entry in the Selection List representing a single selection.
As mentioned before, it focuses on providing information rather than offering
features. We assume, for permanent selections it is more important to recognize
the selections based on their attributes, like name or number of elements, rather
than accessing all features right away. Therefore, it is appropriate to emphasize
the provided attributes and information. Each selection has its own entry, which
shows a visualization glyph on the left side. Beside it, there is the selection’s name
and a small pen icon. The interacting person can tap the pen icon or the selection’s
name to change the name. The number of elements belonging to the selection is
located beneath the name. The last element of the Selection Entry is a small arrow
pointing to the right. The person can tap the arrow to reach the Detail View for
the chosen selection. An alternative way to open the Detail View is swiping from
the right to the left on the Selection Entry. The Detail View and its contents are
explained in Section 3.7. The most important action the user can execute in the
Selection List is activating the selection. They can do so by tapping on a part of the
entry that is not occupied. This activates the selection and links it to the chosen
views which results in making the selection visible on the views in the workspace.
An active selection’s entry takes on the selection’s color as illustrated in Fig. 3.28.
On the left side of every entry, a glyph shows the view the selection was created from.
It is a miniature representation of the original visualization and shows the selection’s
color, size, and location in the view. It adds a visual component to an otherwise
theoretical amount of data objects. It is supposed to help the user recognize their
previously stored selections. These glyphs were inspired by Stahnke et al. [Sta+16].
They are part of an implicit Side-by-side Interaction with a Visualization View. If
a Visualization View is side-by-side with the Selection List, the glyphs adopt the
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visualization that is shown in the Visualization View. For instance, if the Visualization
View is a bar chart, all glyphs transform into the same bar charts and show the
selection as part of it. This helps to give the user information about where and how
selections are positioned in the Visualization View without needing to activate it.
Furthermore, it can assist the user in deciding which selection they want to activate
and explore in the Visualization View.
Selection A
5 items
Fig. 3.28 Selection Entry of an activated selection. Its background has the same color as the selection
itself.
3.6.4 Working with Multiple Selections in the Selection List
Another interaction technique that can be used with the Selection List is performing
a hold on a Selection Entry. This selects the target selection and highlights its entry.
In this state, the user can select multiple selections by tapping on their entries and
deselect them by tapping again, as demonstrated in Fig. 3.29. This procedure is
commonly implemented in UIs for mobile devices to select multiple items from a list.
On the screen’s top edge, a menu bar shows the number of selected elements and
possible actions the person can choose to perform.
SELECTIONS
STORED SELECTIONS
ACTIVE
INACTIVE
Name Active
Selection A
5 items
Selection B
2 items
Selection C
8 items
Selection D
5 items
2 Selections
Fig. 3.29 A Selection List with multiple selections selected with options to activate, deactivate, link to
other selections, or apply Join Operations.
The possible actions are: Activate selection, deactivate selection, link to other devices,
and apply Join Operations. The Link to other devices option opens the Portal View
(see Section 3.8) where the selections can be collectively linked to and unlinked
from other views. The option called Apply Join Operations lets the user choose an
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operation to execute with the selections. If a single selection is chosen, the icon for
the Complement (one rectangle with everything outside of the rectangle colored)
option is shown because it only needs one selection. If two selections are picked, the
icon with two overlapping rectangles for the combination operations is displayed.
After choosing a Join Operation and executing it, a notification with feedback about
the procedure appears and the newly generated selection gets added to the Selection
List, as further described in Section 3.9. If the user selects more than two selections,
the option Apply Join Operations is not available because we are currently limiting
Join Operations to two parameters.
The above described way of applying Join Operations is quick but with expert users
in mind we decided to include an alternative: dragging and dropping of a selection.
This has been done before by Elmqvist et al. [Elm+08] By performing a hold on a
Selection Entry and starting to drag, the entry will be dragged along with the finger.
The dragged selection is the first parameter for the Join Operation. Stopping and
releasing the drag on another Selection Entry chooses the second parameter and
triggers the aforementioned menu bar on the screen’s top edge. However in this
case, it shows the icons for five binary Join Operations (see Fig. 3.30). The system’s
reactions are the same as described above.
SELECTIONS
STORED SELECTIONS
ACTIVE
INACTIVE
Name Active
Selection A
5 items
Selection B
2 items
Selection C
8 items
Selection D
5 items
Fig. 3.30 After dragging and dropping a selection onto another selection, the menu bar on the edge of
the screen offers five Join Operations.
Summary: Selection List
Open Selection List. Tap on button in the top right corner in the Visualization
View
Close Selection List (if on screen with a Visualization View).
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– Tap on x mark in the top right corner
– Swipe from left to right on the title
Transfer Selection List to a separate device. Choose option from the Edge
Menu if side-by-side with any device
Open Selection Menu. Double tap on Selection Entry if side-by-side with a
Visualization View
Highlight selection. Hold on Selection Entry
Highlight workspace devices. Shake the device
Section for Temporary Selections
• Change color
• Enter/exit Editing Mode (only for novices)
• Delete selection
• Store selection.
– Tap on button in the Selection Entry
– Choose option from the Edge Menu if side-by-side with a Visualiza-
tion View
Section for Permanent Selections
• Sort Selection List
• Group Selection List
• Rename selection
• Activate selection. Tap Selection Entry
• Open Detail View.
– Tap on arrow in the Selection Entry
– Swipe from right to left on the Selection Entry
• Apply Join Operations. Drag and drop a selection on another one
• Select multiple selections. Hold one selection and release, then tap other
selection entries
• Adapt glyphs. Glyphs adapt automatically to the visualization if side-by-
side with a Visualization View
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3.7 Managing a Single Selection
The Detail View represents one selection. It exists for every permanent selection in
the Selection List. It holds all information regarding the selection and can execute
every operation possible with the selection. The interacting person can reach the
Detail View via tapping on a little arrow icon in a Selection Entry in the Selection
List or using the swipe gesture on the Selection Entry. Figure 3.31 provides an
illustration of the Detail View.
8 items
Rename
Edit data items
Delete
Activate filter
Change link style
Aggregate data
Link to other devices
Apply operation
Change color
Activate selection
BRUSHING
LINKING
SELECTION C
8 items
Rename
Edit data items
Delete
Change color
BRUSHING
Fig. 3.31 Representation of the Detail View.
3.7.1 Visual Appearance
At first, the idea was to include the Detail View in the Selection List. That by
tapping the arrow in the Selection Entry, the Detail View opens as a drop-down
view. Tapping the icon again, closes the Detail View again. This version of the Detail
View is illustrated in Fig. 3.32a. We decided not to pursue this path since it makes
Side-by-side Interactions harder to implement than having a separate view for the
Detail View. Furthermore, it would overload the list with possibilities and it would
get long if several Detail Views were open. Therefore, the decision was made in
favor for separating the Detail View from the Selection List.
The top and main part of the view is occupied by a visual representation of the
selection. It is the same representation that was previously used in the Selection
Entry of the Selection List to show a depiction of the current selection. It shows a
miniature representation of the visualization where the selection was first generated.
It conveys the selection’s color, size, and location in the visualization. Overall, it
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works as a reminder for the interacting person of the selection since it adds a visual
component to an otherwise abstract set of data items. The selection’s name and
number of elements are located below the visualization image. Moving downwards,
the person can find all actions that can be executed with the selection. As mentioned
before we thought about adding a visual part to the abstract data, thus we considered
giving it a prominent place in the view, as demonstrated in Fig. 3.32b. Comparing
the sketch to the final Detail View in Fig. 3.31, shows that it had a big impact on the
ultimate design choices.
BA
SELECTION C
8 items
Detail
View
Options
Detail
View
Options
Selection B
2 items
Selection C
8 items
SELECTIONS
Fig. 3.32 First drafts for the Detail View. One idea was that it (a) opens inside the Selection List as a
drop-down view and another idea was (b) to make it an own view.
3.7.2 Actions to Interact with a Single Selection
Below the visual representation, the user can find information about the selection,
such as its name and the number of elements in the selection. Actions that can
be executed with the selection are listed next and grouped in the same way as the
actions in the Selection Menu Section 3.5, by actions related to brushing and actions
related to linking. The actions are the following:
• Rename selection
• Edit data items
• Delete selection
• Brushing
– Change color
– Activate and deactivate filter
– Activate and deactivate aggregation
– Apply Join Operation
• Linking
– Activate and deactivate selection
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– Change Link Style
– Link to other devices
If an action is not a toggle but has several options to pick from, like the Change
color option, the item expands and shows the available choices in a second level, as
illustrated in Fig. 3.33. Second level menus can be closed by tapping on the original
button again. Dragging the finger from the menu item to to a second-level item
instead of tapping it is supported in the same way as in the Selection Menu.
General Actions
The first action is renaming the selection. Choosing it, the user can enter a new
name for the current selection. Edit data items always opens a Data Item List that
shows all data elements in the selection as a list. Some of their data is shown in
the list and the user has the possibility to delete items. They can perform a hold on
entries, select multiple items, and delete them collectively, similar to the usage of the
press and hold in the Selection List. Additionally, Edit data items enters the Editing
Mode in case the device with the Detail View or the Data Item List respectively is
side-by-side to a device with a Visualization View and the selection is active. Then,
the person can edit the data elements as described in Section 3.4 on the device with
the Visualization View. After returning from the Data Item List to the Detail View,
the Editing Mode is exited. If the device is not side-by-side to a Visualization View,
only the Data Item List is displayed. Delete selection deletes the current selection
from all views and from the Selection List. After deleting, the device will show the
Selection List.
Activate filter
Change color
USED:
Fig. 3.33 Expanded item for picking a color that shows the available options.
Brushing Actions
Most of the following actions are part of the Selection Menu as well. They all work
in the same way as the menu items and are described in detail in Section 3.5. The
first three general actions are followed by the actions related to brushing. These
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LINKING
Apply operation
Fig. 3.34 Expanded item for applying Join Operations that shows the six possible operations to choose
from.
are: Change color, activate and deactivate filter, activate and deactivate aggregation,
and apply Join Operations. Change color expands itself to show the colors to pick
from. This part of the interface is shown in Fig. 3.33. Activate and deactivate filter
is a toggle that hides all items that are not contained in the current selection in all
views belonging to the workspace. Activate and deactivate aggregation is another
toggle which controls if aggregation is applied to the data items. Choosing Apply
Join Operations expands the item and offers the six available operations, illustrated
in Fig. 3.34. To learn more about how they are applied in detail, see Section 3.9.
Link to other devices
Change link style
Use glyphs
Fig. 3.35 Expanded item for choosing a Link Style that shows the available options.
Linking Actions
The last three actions that can be executed with a selection are connected to linking
a selection. The first item Activate and deactivate selection activated the selection in
all views that are defined in the Portal View (see Section 3.8). Change Link Style
opens an expanded menu that offers the user to pick a style out of three: Color only,
Links, and Edge Marks. In addition, using glyphs can be switched on. The expanded
menu is depicted in Fig. 3.35. The last item in the Detail View is Link to other devices
which leads the user to the Portal View that is explained in Section 3.8.
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Side-by-side Interactions
Apart from applying different actions to the selection, the Detail View provides
interaction techniques that use the side-by-side state of two devices. If the Detail
View is side-by-side to a device holding a Visualization View, the visual representation
in the Detail View adapts to the visualization shown on the other view. This process is
the same as the Side-by-side Interaction between a Selection List and a Visualization
View described in Section 3.6.3. This interaction is an implicit interaction since it
happens automatically and does not involve the user.
If a device with a Detail View is side-by-side to another device showing a Detail View,
the interacting person can choose to apply Join Operations to these two selections.
Once in side-by-side state, the Edge Menu appears and shows a button with the icon
for Join Operations. Choosing it, evokes the five Join Operations that demand two
selections, as illustrated in Fig. 3.36. After choosing an operation to apply, the action
is executed and a new selection is generated. The selection’s name is created from
the Join Operation itself and the original selections’ names, e.g. Union of Selection A
and Selection B. Both devices show a notification with feedback about whether the
procedure was successful and include the new selection’s name accordingly. The
devices still display the original selections. The generated selection can be accessed
via the Selection List.
SELECTION E
8 items
Rename
Edit data items
Delete
Change color
BRUSHING
SELECTION C
8 items
Rename
Edit data items
Delete
Change color
BRUSHING
Fig. 3.36 Edge Menu showing the five possible Join Operations to choose from on the two devices in a
side-by-side state.
Another supported interaction with two Detail Views is copying the current settings
from one selection to another selection. Analogous to the last Side-by-side Interac-
tion, the Edge Menu appears and shows two additional buttons that enable the user
to transfer the settings from the left to the right device or from the right to the left
device (see Fig. 3.37). This action copies the color, the Link Style, if filtering is active
or inactive, if the aggregation is active or inactive, and if the selection itself is active
and if it is in which views.
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SELECTION E
8 items
Rename
Edit data items
Delete
Change color
BRUSHING
SELECTION C
8 items
Rename
Edit data items
Delete
Change color
BRUSHING
Fig. 3.37 Edge Menu showing the two options to copy settings from one selection to the other in a
side-by-side state.
In case the interacting people store many selections and the Selection List gets long,
we added another Side-by-side Interaction. If a Detail View is side-by-side with a
Selection List, the Edge Menu is evoked and offers a button to find the Detail View’s
selection in the Selection List. By choosing the option, the Selection List scrolls to
the selection’s position and visually highlights it.
SELECTION E
8 items
Rename
Edit data items
Delete
Change color
BRUSHING
SELECTIONS
Selection A
5 items
Selection B
2 items
Selection C
8 items
Selection D
5 items
STORED SELECTIONS
ACTIVE
INACTIVE
Name Active
Fig. 3.38 Edge Menu showing the option to find the selection from the Detail View in the Selection
List.
Summary: Detail View
Highlight workspace devices. Shake the device
Return to previous view. Tap on back button in the top left corner.
Adapt visual representation. The visual representation adapts automatically
to the visualization if side-by-side with a Visualization View
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Apply Join Operations. Choose option from the Edge Menu if side-by-side
with a Detail View, then choose a Join Operation to apply
Copy settings. Choose option from the Edge Menu if side-by-side with a
Detail View
Find selection. Choose option from the Edge Menu if side-by-side with a
Selection List
Actions provided by the view itself
• Rename selection
• Edit data items
• Delete selection
• Brushing
– Change color
– Activate and deactivate filter
– Activate and deactivate aggregation
– Apply Join Operation
• Linking
– Activate and deactivate selection
– Change Link Style
– Link to other devices
3.8 Linking Selections to Other Devices
An essential component of our concept is linking selections to devices and highlight-
ing them on other views. Basic linking to all devices in the workspace is supported
through the UI on several occasions, like the Selection Menu (see Section 3.5) and
the Detail View (see Section 3.7). However, we want to offer the users an extended
version of linking that is customizable and tailored towards collaboration. This
version can be found in the Portal View which represents a way to interact with
devices in the same workspace. It opens the opportunity to link a selection to other
devices or to chosen single devices. The Portal View is accessible through several UI
items. It can be accessed from the following points in the UI:
• Selection Menu. Choosing the Link to other devices menu item.
• Selection List. Selecting multiple selections by executing a hold evokes a menu
bar that contains a Link to other devices option.
• Detail View. Picking the Link to other devices action.
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Therefore, a Portal View is either individually created for each selection, which is
the case for most situations. It can represent multiple selections at once if it was
evoked from the Selection List by choosing multiple selections, as seen in Fig. 3.29.
Figure 3.39 shows the Portal View in its two versions: the version for spatially aware
devices (Fig. 3.39a) and for spatially agnostic devices (Fig. 3.39b). For both versions,
to return to the previous view, the Visualization View with a Selection Menu or the
Detail View, the interacting person can use the back button in the top left corner.
BA
Selection B
2 items
Activate all
Deactivate all
Sent to workspace
Selection B
2 items
Activate all
Deactivate all
Sent to workspace
Fig. 3.39 The two versions of the Portal View: (a) on spatially aware devices and (b) on spatially
agnostic devices. (a) The portals for the devices are positioned around the edges using
spatial information. The portal for the Visualization View located on the same device is
positioned in the view’s center. (b) The portals for the devices are positioned on the right side
of the screen. The portal for the Visualization View located on the same device is positioned
on the left side.
The Portal View’s central element is a representation of the selection or the group
of selections that the view is currently handling. For one selection, it shows a
miniature representation of the selection and some information which appeared in
the Selection List and the Detail View before. For multiple selections, the number
of selections is shown. Beneath this element, there are three buttons for executing
actions. The first two are Activate all and Deactivate all which activates or deactivates
the chosen single or multiple selections in all views belonging to the workspace.
The third option is Send to workspace which opens a list with all workspaces. By
choosing a workspace, the chosen selection or selections are send to the respective
workspace’s Selection List. This part is the same for spatially aware and spatially
agnostic settings.
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3.8.1 Portals and Their Functionality
So far, the user could either activate a selection or deactivate it which affected all
views in the workspace. However, in some cases it is useful to activate a selection
only for a few selected views and deactivate it for others. For instance, when person
A is working with a device and person B is using another device that belongs to the
same workspace and wants to examine a selection with numerous elements. In this
case, it is beneficial to deactivate the selection for the device that Person A is using
to not disturb them in their workflow.
Therefore, we decided to add portals to the view which gave the view its name.
Portals are connections and representations of Visualization Views. They can be
seen in Fig. 3.39. They resemble the Edge Marks we introduces to visualize links
(see Section 3.5.2). Therefore also inspired by cross-device interaction [Gel+09;
Mar+12; Rä+15] and off-screen visualization [BR03; Gus+08]. The Portal View
contains one portal for every Visualization View in the workspace. It shows the
visualization type, such as bar chart, scatter plot, or parallel coordinate plot, and
the current state of the view, i.e., active or inactive. The state is represented by a
colored highlight surrounding the portal, that resembles the Edge Marks used for
visualizing links (see Section 3.5). By tapping on a portal, the user activates or
deactivates the chosen selection for the view represented by the portal. This visual
design of the Portal View is adjusted if the devices are spatially aware or agnostic.
In case the devices are spatially aware (see Fig. 3.39a), the portals are arranged
around the edges of the screen based on the position of the devices that hold the
Visualization Views in relation to the device with the Portal View. In some cases, the
device with the Portal View holds a Visualization View as well, e.g., if the Portal View
was evoked by using the Selection Menu. The portal for this particular Visualization
View is located in the center of the view, as seen in Fig. 3.39a. Figure 3.40 illustrates
a possible scenario of devices and the Portal View that shows the visualization icons
according to their relative position to the Portal View device. In case the devices
are spatially agnostic, the portals for distributed views are placed on the right side,
illustrated in Fig. 3.39b. The portal for the Visualization View that is on the same
device as the current Portal View is located on the left side of the screen.
3.8.2 Further Interactions
In addition to activating and deactivating a selection for a view by using a portal, we
included a Side-by-side Interaction. In order to perform the interaction, the device
needs to be side-by-side to a Visualization View. As soon as the condition is achieved,
the Edge Menu appears. It shows an additional button with a chain link icon that
is either open or closed, as depicted in Fig. 3.41. Tapping on the button with the
open chain link will deactivate the selection for the Visualization View that is in the
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Selection B
2 items
Activate all
Deactivate all
Sent to workspace
Fig. 3.40 Shows a possible arrangement of devices and the Portal View that has its icons placed
according to the devices’ positions.
side-by-side state. Tapping on the button with the closed chain link will activate the
selection for the chosen Visualization View. This can be helpful in situations where
the user is already holding both devices or interacting with them. Thus, it can be
slower to use the Side-by-side Interaction instead of using the portals.
By performing a hold on a portal, the user can highlight a view in case they do
not remember where the device is located or they want to draw another person’s
attention to it. The device starts to vibrate for as long as the user holds the portal.
This function is analogous to highlighting a selection in the Selection List by holding a
Selection Entry and highlighting workspace devices by shaking the device, described
in Section 3.4.
Summary: Portal View
Return to previous view. Tap on back button in the top left corner
Activate selection. Tap the button Activate all
Deactivate selection. Tap the button Deactivate all
Activate or deactivate selection for one Visualization View.
– Tap on portal that represents the chosen Visualization View
– Choose option from the Edge Menu if side-by-side with the chosen
Visualization View
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Selection B
2 items
Activate all
Deactivate all
Sent to workspace
A
Fig. 3.41 Two devices in a side-by-side state. The left device is showing a Visualization View, the
right device the Portal View. The Edge Menu on both devices offers the user to activate or
deactivate the selection for the Visualization View on the right device.
Highlight view. Hold on portal.
Highlight workspace devices. Shake the device
3.9 Incorporating Join Operations
Join Operations are an important part of selection management and have been an
essential component in the concept from the beginning. They offer to combine,
divide, and separate parts from selections.
3.9.1 The Operations
The idea to incorporate combinations first emerged by contemplating what a person
might want to do with a selection. It started with wanting to merge selections and
turned into creating intersections of two selections and more advanced options.
Obviously, this lead to set theory and left us with six different operations in the end.
Five of them need two parameters, i.e., selections, and one needs only one parameter.
Figure 3.42 provides the icons for the six operations which are the following:
• Union of selection A and selection B: A ∪ B
• Intersection of selection A and selection B: A ∩ B
• Symmetric difference of selection A and selection B: A4B = (A∪B)\ (A∩B)
• Difference of selection A and selection B (also called the relative complement
of selection B in selection A): A \ B
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• Difference of selection B and selection A (also called the relative complement
of selection A in selection B): B \ A
• Complement of selection A: A
Fig. 3.42 Icons for all six Join Operations, starting from the left: Union, intersection, symmetric
difference, the two relative complements, and the complement.
Fig. 3.43 Icons from the Join Operations in Affinity Designer.
In theory, it is possible to use more than two parameters for one operation. However,
we focus on only two selections at a time. Linking more than two devices in a side-
by-side state can be challenging and opens up new issues and promising interaction
techniques, which we talk more about in Section 5.2. The icons was inspired by
vector graphics editors, like Adobe Illustrator1 or Affinity Designer2. These tools
support similar features for vector-based shapes (see Fig. 3.43). After choosing
all parameters for the operation, the system asks if the person wants to delete the
original selections that are used for the operation. They can answer Yes or No and
have the option to tell the system to remember the decision which is then stored in
the Settings and can be changed there.
3.9.2 Applying Join Operations
The UI has five ways of eliciting Join Operations:
1. Selection Menu. The Selection Menu contains a menu for Join Operations.
(see Section 3.5)
2. Selection List. After selecting one or two selections by performing a hold, the
option for Join Operations is available in the menu bar. (see Section 3.6)
3. Selection List. By dragging one selection onto another selection, the person
evokes a prompt for choosing a Join Operation. (see Section 3.6)
4. Detail View. The Detail View includes a component for Join Operations.
(see Section 3.7)
5. Detail View. If a Detail View is put in a side-by-side state with another De-
tail View, the Edge Menu appears and shows a button for Join Operations.
(see Section 3.7)
1Adobe Illustrator website
2Affinity Designer website
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Five out of the six provided Join Operations need two parameters, i.e., selections,
to work with which means there are three steps to execute an operation with
two parameters: choosing the first parameter, choosing the second parameter, and
choosing the operation. The aforementioned list items differ in the order the steps
are carried out.
For versions 2, 3, and 5 the user picks the two parameters first and then chooses an
operation to apply to these parameters. The person has to choose the two selections
they want to combine either by performing a hold (Version 2), dragging and dropping
(Version 3), or putting two devices side-by-side (Version 5). Subsequently, a view
with the possible Join Operations prompts the person to select an operation. After
choosing an operation, it is executed, the new selection generated, and the person
receives a notification about the operation’s outcome.
This procedure happens differently for version 1 and 4, where the user starts by
picking a selection, mostly implicitly, and the operation. The Selection Menu in
version 1 belongs to one selection, the operation’s first parameter. The user selects
an operation from the provided ones in the menu. It works similarly for the Detail
View in version 4. The first parameter is the selection that is represented by the
current Detail View and the user chooses an operation to execute. Because of the
different order of steps, the user needs to select the second parameter after choosing
an operation. An small overlay on the top edge of the screen appears on all devices
that belong to the workspace and ask the user if they want to use a selection from
this device. We decided to use an overlay over the top of the screen because it
offers the users of other devices in the collaborative setting to ignore the notification
prompt and continue with their work on the device if they are not interested in
executing the operation. The overlay differs depending on the view it is being shown
at. For the Detail View and Portal View, it asks if this particular selection represented
by the view should be used for the operation. For Selection Lists or Visualization
Views however, it asks if one of the selections should be used since these views are
able to represent more than one selection at a time. If the user answer is positive,
the overlay asks the user to pick one selection by tapping on it.
3.10 Overview over Side-by-side Interactions
As described at the beginning of the chapter, Side-by-side Interactions use the device’s
location to another device. Either the system can automatically detect if two devices
are next to each other which makes it spatially aware or the user has to tell the
system about their state which is the case in a spatially agnostic setting. Two devices
being next to each other, has different effects on the UI and the possible interactions
in the context. Therefore, we created an overview that contains all Side-by-side
Interactions that were described in the previous sections. They can either be explicit
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or implicit. Explicit Side-by-side Interactions always use the Edge Menu to provide
functions. The user can select a function to execute by tapping a button. Implicit
Side-by-side Interactions do not require the user’s attention or action. They are
executed automatically and provide smaller and mostly visual changes in the UI.
For actions that actively change the workflow or the appearance of selections, we
decided to use explicit Side-by-side Interactions.
Our concept provides the following explicit Side-by-side Interactions:
• Selection List + any view.
Transfer the Selection List to the other device.
• Selection List + Visualization View.
Store temporary selections from the Visualization View and transform them
into permanent selections.
• Detail View + Selection List.
Show selection from Detail View in the Selection List and scroll to its position.
• Detail View + Detail View.
Apply Join Operations to the two selections from the two Detail Views.
• Detail View + Detail View.
Copy the settings from one selection to the other. This Side-by-side Interaction
exists twice, once for each direction.
• Portal View + Visualization View.
Activate the selection or group of selections from the Portal View for the
Visualization View.
In addition, the concept supports these implicit Side-by-side Interactions:
• Visualization View + Visualization View.
Draw links between selections that are active in both Visualization Views.
• Selection List + Visualization View.
Adapt glyphs in the Selection List to match the visualization in the Visualization
View.
• Selection List + Visualization View.
Add item Enter/exit Editing Mode to the entries for temporary selections if in
novice mode.
• Detail View + Visualization View.
The button Edit data items additionally enters the Editing Mode for the selection
if it is active in the Visualization View.
• Detail View + Visualization View.
Adapt the visual representation of the selection in the Detail View to match
the visualization in the Visualization View.
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3.11 Summary: Reviewing the Selection
Management Framework
In this chapter, we presented initial thoughts for our conceptional framework for
selection management. We discussed considerations for the design process, that lead
to the concept we described after it.
To conclude this conceptual chapter, we want to review Table 3.1, which we pre-
sented in Section 3.1. It shows how our UI concept is distributed in the space we
created with the framework. The Visualization View accesses multiple devices by
using links, it displays temporary and permanent selections alike and at the same
time. The Selection Menu presents a special case. The small line between that
divides the blue rectangle represents the fact that a single Selection Menu can either
support a temporary or a permanent selection. The Selection List covers multiple
temporary and permanent selections. However, it is restrained to its own device and
does not communicate with other devices. The Detail View is a specialized view. It
is available only to permanent selections and works on a single device. The Portal
View is the only element in our concept that can be used either for single or for
multiple selections, but temporary selections do not have access to the Portal View,
which connects multiple devices. We notice only one blank spot in the table, which
a special single-selection part for temporary selections that involves with multiple
devices. It is no surprise, we do not provide this part of managing selections. We
made the design decision, that temporary selections cannot be selectively linked to
other devices, i.e. they do not have access to the Portal View.
Through applying the framework and reviewing our own concept, we now realize
what pieces are missing and can evaluate on whether we want to address this part of
selection management in the future or in another iteration of the design process.
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4Prototype
In this chapter, we describe the prototype that our implementation is based on. We
further explain the current state of the prototype and plans on extending it. We
would like to note that the figures used in this chapter do not represent the actual
prototype but a vision of its future state.
4.1 Technical Setup
Our implementation extends the VisTiles prototype by Langner et al. [Lan+17] and
is fundamentally and technically based on it.
The prototype currently uses several Android devices, such as the 8.4” Dell Venue
8 tablets and the 5.15” Huawei Honor 9 smartphones. Additionally, we use the
external tracking system OptiTrack by NaturalPoint.1 The IR cameras are located
on the ceiling above a table. This table functions as the space to use the devices in.
Furthermore, the devices are marked by small pieces of IR-reflective foil to facilitate
the tracking.
BA
Fig. 4.1 (a) A person is drawing a Lasso to select elements. (b) A person is creating an Axis Brush by
dragging across an axis to select a range.
The prototype relies on a web technologies and a client-server architecture for
managing multiple devices and communication. The server side uses Node.js2 and
WebSockets. It receives the tracking data, processes it and transmits events to the
client. The client side uses D3.js3 for the visualizations and Materialize CSS4 for the
1OptiTrack website
2Node.js website
3D3.js website
4Materialize CSS website
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UI elements. The client’s interface can be accessed through a browser. The presented
data is a uses the World Development Indicators5 data set by The World Bank.
4.2 Techniques
Fig. 4.2 Showing the links between corresponding data elements in a selection when the two
Visualization Views are next to each other.
The prototype currently supports the techniques mentioned in VisTiles [Lan+17].
Regarding this thesis, we plan on further implementing techniques for the multi-
device setup that VisTiles provides. Extending the existing version of VisTiles with
our developed conceptual ideas, is going to serve as a proof-of-concept prototype.
One of our main goals is to facilitate working with selections in an easy manner.
Therefore, we are going to implement the following techniques in the Visualization
View (see Section 3.4):
• Creating selections by drawing a Lasso, creating an Axis Brush or tapping
single elements
• Showing links between corresponding data elements of a selection if two
Visualization Views are side-by-side
• Evoking the Selection Menu for temporary and permanent selections (see Sec-
tion 3.5)
To create a selection in the Visualization View, the user can double tap and drag to
draw a Lasso that creates a selection when released, shown in Fig. 4.1a. Similarly
and as depicted in Fig. 4.1b, the user can drag on the axis to create an Axis Brush.
To highlight our focus on brushing and linking, we decided to include showing
links on two devices. By positioning two devices with Visualization Views next to
each other will trigger the links. They are drawn between the corresponding data
elements of the displayed selections. A version of how this might look like in the final
prototype can be seen in Fig. 4.2. Furthermore, the Selection Menu is an essential
part of interacting with selections. Thus, we decided to include it for temporary and
5World Development Indicators by The World Bank
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Fig. 4.3 (a) The Selection Menu for a temporary selection in novice mode. (b) Pressing the icon to
store the selection and make it permanent. (c) The Selection Menu for the newly created
permanent selection. (d) Pressing the color icon to pick another color. (e) The Selection
Menu after the color change.
permanent selections alike (see Fig. 4.3). The interacting person evoked the menu
by performing a hold on a data element that belongs to the chosen selection.
For dealing with multiple selections at once, the management tool of a Selection List
(see Section 3.6) will be implemented and accompanied by the following actions:
• Managing temporary and permanent selections with the Selection List
• Transferring the Selection List to a separate device (see Section 3.10)
• Adapting a selection’s miniature representation using a Side-by-side Interaction
(see Section 3.6.3)
The interacting individual accesses the Selection List by tapping the button on
the right corner. Additionally, we want to include transferring the Selection List
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Fig. 4.4 (a) Two Visualization Views where one of them shows the Selection List on screen. (b)
Putting another device beside it, shows the Edge Menu with the option to transfer the
Selection List. (c) The transferred Selection List on a separate device.
to another device. The steps of how this will be realized are shown in Fig. 4.4.
Moreover, we also decided to implement an implicit Side-by-side Interaction which
is adapting the miniature visual representation, which is illustrated in Fig. 4.5.
We are going to implement the Detail View that the user can access from the Selection
Entry (see Section 3.6.3) to access the Join operations that can be applied by a
Side-by-side Interaction (see Section 3.10). We are planning on implementing
merging two selections by applying the Union Operation. This process is illustrated
BA
Fig. 4.5 (a) The Detail View contains an visual representation of the selection that shows the
visualization it was originally created from, here a bar chart. (b) When positioned next to
a Visualization View, this visual representation adjusts to match the Visualization View’s
visualization type, in this case it turns to a scatter plot.
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Fig. 4.6 (a) A Visualization View showing a bar chart with two selections and the Detail Views of
those. (b) Juxtaposing the Detail Views shows the Edge Menu with possible Join Operations.
(c) The final setting after choosing to create the union of the two selections.
in Fig. 4.6. Figure 4.7 shows our last feature that we plan on including: activating
and deactivating of selections through the Portal View (see Section 3.8).
We are aware that this is only a portion of the features our concept provides but it
will enable a more in-depth exploration of how we can interact with selections in a
multi-device environment.
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Fig. 4.7 (a) Three Visualization Views: A line chart, a bar chart, and a scatter plot. The line chart
and the bar chart show a pink selection. (b) The Portal View for the pink selection conveys
in which views it is active. (c) Tapping the scatter plot icon to activate the selection for this
view. (d) The selection is now active on all Visualization Views.
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5Conclusion and Discussion
We developed a concept for brushing and linking and selection management for a
CMV application with multiple, distributed, mobile devices. First, we explained the
related work in the fields of InfoVis on mobile devices, cross-device interaction, CMVs,
brushing and linking and selection management. Second, we proposed a conceptual
framework for selection management in multi-device environments. Third, we
identified design consideration for our design process that were the foundation for
the concept we developed next. Finally, we planned to extend the prototype by
adding extended brushing and linking and selection management functions.
5.1 Discussion
Our UI concept focusses on CMV applications on multiple, distributed, and mobile
devices but it can be used on other CMV settings involving remote desktops, tabletops,
or display walls. For remote desktops, the devices are located further away and this
needs to be reflected in how we present links. Multiple views on tabletops can be
used like multiple devices apart from shaking or lifting the devices up. Likewise for
display walls, most aspects can be translated from mobile devices to large displays.
First, we briefly discuss aspects that were not included in the final concept. While
developing it, we encountered questions which greatly influenced the design process.
Some of them are directly reflected in parts of the concept, others did not make
an appearance in the final version. Nonetheless, they are worth mentioning since
they impacted the process. Second, we are reviewing the Design Considerations we
established in Section 3.3. Lastly, we add a brief final conclusion.
5.1.1 Data Foundation and the Difference Between
Selections and Filters
During our design process, we often discussed how a selection is defined and if a
filter is the same as a selection or something inherently different. We started with
the thought that we need to treat them as separate entities. Our first decision was to
create separate lists for filters and selections, to have different options for creating
them, and even to transform a filter into a selection, and the other way round. When
we started to list actions we wanted to perform with filters and selections, we noticed
that a big part of these activities are similar or even the same for selections and
filters. Thus, the notion that they are not too different started to form. We went
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from one extreme to another: Selections and filters are the same. Filtering is just
one attribute of a selection. After tossing around opinions for a while, one question
arose: What if a person wants to filter a region or an attribute range instead of
a certain collection of items? Thus, we debated what aspects define a selection.
At that point, we decided that a selection is defined by these two aforementioned
characteristics: the items that are part of the selection and the area that was defined
while creating the selection. From that onwards, it was just a small step to the terms
area based and object based.
The thought was that a selection is defined by two facets: its data items and the
attribute ranges it covers. The former is self-explanatory but the latter needs more
explanation. Starting at the creating of a selection, the user has three possibilities
to generate a selection (see Section 3.4). For instance, if they draw across an axis
to select data items, they not only select items but they select a range or area on
that same axis. This range was supposed to be stored as well as the respective items.
These items were the base of the object based Data Foundation and the range/area
was the base of the area based Data Foundation.
Object based Data Foundation means that the selection is based on and represented
by its objects. Every data object has values for the attributes prevalent in the data
set. Therefore, the data items itself create a space with their attribute values. The
selection’s range for an attribute is determined by the selection’s items’ minimal
and maximal values for this particular attribute. If the range is determined by
the items themselves, the selection’s Data Foundation is object based because it
relies on the data objects. Area based Data Foundation refers to the area that was
specified when the selection was first created, drawn by a lasso or brushed over
an axis. In this state of the concept, we displayed the lasso and the axis brush in
the Visualization View after they were drawn. For selections created by tapping,
there is no difference between object based and area based. In most cases, the drawn
area is larger considering the attribute values than the data items’ attribute space.
Therefore, if the selection’s range in attribute values is determined by the area itself,
the selection’s Data Foundation is area based. Examples for the differences in area
based Data Foundation and object based Data Foundation are illustrated in.Fig. 5.1
A selection’s Data Foundation is irrelevant as long as no data items are hidden
by filters and no elements are added or removed from the data set. Hidden data
items can be part of an area based selection even though they are not included in
the selection’s list of items. This case occurs when some items inside the selected
area are filtered in the moment the selection is created. The same happens when
items are added to the data set and fall into the selection’s area. They are not
considered part of the selection for an object based Data Foundation but for an area
based Data Foundation. Equally, when items are removed from the data set, they
can still be considered part of the object based selection but not for the area based
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Fig. 5.1 Showing the difference between area based and object based Data Foundation using the
example of the (a) Lasso and the (b) Axis Brush. The lasso’s and brush’s outline represent
the area based Data Foundation whereas the lighter colored rectangle shows the object based
Data Foundation. The difference between the two is illustrated by the red arrows.
selection. Further distinction happens when the filter option come into play. With the
possibility of changing a selections’s Data Foundation, not only items can be filtered
and therefore hidden. An area based selection could filter a particular attribute range
if that is desired by the user. Moreover, we wanted to offer the interacting person to
decide which Data Foundation they want to use. Our goal was to be transparent and
to not make decisions that do not involve the human interacting with the system.
Consequently, we included the manipulation of the Data Foundation into the user
interface.
With introducing Data Foundation, we added more features to filters, such as having
multiple active filter at once, which lead to complicated processes: Is a filter only
active in one view? What happens if elements on one device are filtered but another
user wants to interact with them? Can some data elements in an active selection be
filtered even though someone is using this selection? How can the user recognize that
there are hidden elements in the view? At some point, we made the decision that in
this work we want to focus on the selections and the management aspect. Therefore,
we omitted the idea of multiple active filters and Data Foundation. However, filtering
in a distributed CMV application is still an open problem and adding the ability of
Data Foundation offers potential to be explored.
5.1.2 Reviewing the Design Considerations
In Section 3.3, we established Design Considerations that built the foundation for
designing the UI concept. In this section, we want to review these considerations
and reflect on where they were implemented, how they were implemented, where
aspects are missing, and where they can be further improved. Overall, we do not
claim that we need to address every consideration in every part of the UI since
in particular situations it is not necessary or not appropriate to do so. However,
reviewing where the considerations affected the design process and how gives an
impression on how meaningful they were. Table 5.1 illustrates the parts of the UI
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DC 1
Novices vs
experts
DC 2
Collaboration
DC 4
Spatially aware
vs agnostic
DC 3
Relations bet-
ween devices
DC 5
Distributed
views
DC 6
Device
attributes
VISUALIZATION VIEW
PORTAL VIEW
SELECTION MENU
SELECTION LIST
DETAIL VIEW
This DC was well addressed in this view.
This DC was partially addressed in this view.
This DC was not addressed in this view or
not relevant.
Tab. 5.1 Design Considerations and how they were addressed in the parts of the concept.
and how well the Design Considerations were implemented. We want to point out
that this assessment is not based on objective criteria but on our subjective opinion.
It does not replace a proper evaluation but serves as a reflection. In general, no
implementation of a Design Consideration can be considered complete since there is
no optimal solution for the problems. Some UI features span more than one view
and more than one Design Consideration at the time which makes differentiating
them a challenge.
Visualization View
For the Visualization View, DC 1 is thoroughly implemented. The different needs
of novice and expert users are addressed by the two supported ways of creating
selections. It is possible to work with and modify two selections at the same time for
experts. For novices, editing is more explicit with the Editing Mode which offers a
linear approach that is easier to grasp. Collaboration (DC 2) is supported to some
extent. In general, people can collaboratively interact with one Visualization View at
the same time and with multiple Visualization Views on multiple devices. However,
when it comes to editing and creating selections, issues arise. Novice users cannot
create two selections at a time because of the Editing Mode, which is restricted
to one selection at a time. Therefore, after creating a selection, the user needs to
exit the Editing Mode before another user can create another selection on the same
device. For expert users, the problem is different. More than one selection can be
created at the same time by multiple users. The problem arises when two people
want to edit two selections at the same time. They hold one part of each selection.
There is no way of identifying to what selection the new elements should be added
to. This problem could be solved by knowing the person the touch belongs to.
However, one person can hold the selection and another person performs a selection
technique on the same device to add elements. DC 3, which represents visualizing
relations between devices, is well supported. In case a Link Style is specified for
a selection, the relations between the data elements, thus also devices, are shown.
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Furthermore, the Side-by-side Interaction for two Visualization Views draws the links
between corresponding data elements on the two devices. The Visualization View
adjusts the link representation in case the setting is spatially agnostic by showing the
link representations, such as Edge Marks, on top of the screen instead of showing
them in the direction of the other device. This addresses DC 4. However, DC 5,
considering distributed views and views on the same screen, is more difficult to
define for Visualization Views. The Selection List is accessible via a button in the
top right corner and it can be transferred to another device. This is the only way
in which DC 5 is addressed by the Visualization View. For dealing with different
device attributes (DC 6), the Visualization View supports zooming and panning the
visualization for smaller screens. Overall, the Visualization View addresses most of
the considerations and is the most extensive part of the UI.
Selection Menu
Regarding novice and expert users (DC 1), the Selection Menu is generally more
targeted towards novices. It offers the Editing Mode in case the application is in
novice mode which makes editing selections easier for them. The Selection Menu
supports expert users by allowing them to drag to the item in a subsidiary menu
instead of having to tap the top item. However, it lacks more shortcuts for expert
users. Allowing the users to open multiple Selection Menus for the same selection on
the same device adds to the collaborative setting (DC 2). Several people can work
on the selection using their own menu. Furthermore, the menus can be rotated and
moved to the position the different users desire. However, the Selection Menu could
support more features to facilitate collaboration. DC 3, which is visualizing the
relations between devices, is not addressed in the Selection Menu except for giving
access to the linking options. The case is similar for spatially aware and agnostic
settings (DC 4). Since the Selection Menu does not use the devices’s position, there
is no need to find a solution for spatially agnostic devices. The Selection Menu does
not address distributing views (DC 5). Yet, it could be beneficial in some situations
to transfer the Selection Menu for one selection to another device. For instance, if
the device has a small screen and adding a Selection Menu to the Visualization View
would occupy too much space, the Selection Menu could be displayed on another
device. This solution also addresses different device attributes (DC 6). Furthermore,
the Selection Menu offers moving and rotating the menu to accommodate for small
form factors. The Selection Menu includes some considerations that are appropriate
for a smaller part of the UI but has potential to support more considerations.
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Selection List
DC 1 is supported in several ways. The Selection List offers novice users to enter
the Editing Mode to modif< selections in a more straightforward way. Experts
can select two or more selections by holding and apply actions to them, such as
Join Operations. In addition, dragging and dropping of one selection onto another
triggers Join Operations which works as a shortcut for more experienced users.
Collaboration (DC 2) is addressed by allowing Selection Lists on all workspace
devices and transferring them onto a separate devices. Thus, more people working
with the application can get access to the Selection List. Showing relations to other
devices (DC 3) is not particularly supported. If the Selection List is on a separate
device, the edges of the screen could be use to hint at the positions of other devices
in the workspace. This would create more awareness for the other devices in the
workspace. For DC 4, spatial awareness, the Selection List is similar to the Selection
Menu: the devices’ positions are not used, thus this consideration does not need to
be addressed. The Selection List can be transferred to a separate device by executing
a Side-by-side Interaction. This supports distributing views onto separate devices,
which is DC 5. Furthermore, transferring the view to another device also supports
DC 6, adapting the UI to device attributes, since it is easier to outsource the views
if the devices have little screen real estate. However, as long as the Selection List
is located on the same device as a Visualization View, it will fill the whole screen
when opened for small devices. In general, the Selection List addresses a lot of
considerations but comes short when other devices are involved (DC 3 + 4).
Detail View
The Detail View deals the disparate needs of novice and expert users (DC 1) on a
basic level. In the same way as in the Selection Menu, an experienced user can use
dragging to a menu item in a subsidiary menu as a shortcut. Overall, the Detail
View is designed for novices in mind since it lists all features and their options.
Overall, the Detail View does not particularly focus on the Design Consideration
since it serves as a tool to list and access actions. However, the possibility of having
multiple Detail Views on multiple devices through transferring a Selection List
hints at collaborating (DC 2). Relations between devices (DC 3) are not explicitly
visualized but their visualization can be modified and accessed through the Detail
View. Spatial awareness (DC 4) is not relevant since the Detail View does not use
any directional information about the device. Similarly to the Selection List before,
users could benefit from being able to transfer Detail Views to a separate device
which considers distributing views (DC 5). For DC 6, regarding device attributes, the
same rules apply as for the Selection List before because they usually share a view.
The Detail View lacks in addressing several Design Considerations which shows that
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there is potential that can be used. Which considerations are appropriate for the
Detail View needs to be discussed.
Portal View
The Portal View itself does not have any adjustments for experienced users (DC
1) and does not include any special interaction techniques for novices or experts.
Collaboration (DC 2) is equally considered in the Portal View as in the Detail View.
Multiple Portal Views can be used at the same time on multiple devices. Showing
relations between devices (DC 3) is a main focus for Portal Views. Other workspace
devices are displayed in the view as portals that enable the user to interact with
other devices. Furthermore, they convey if a selection is active or inactive within a
view on a device. The portals are positioned in the relative direction of the device
which encapsulates the relation. This means they rely on a spatially aware settings.
However, portals are positioned on the screen’s edges in case the devices are spatially
agnostic (DC 4). For distributing views, it could be helpful to be able to transfer
a single Portal View to another device which is not included in the concept at the
moment (DC 5). Adjusting the interface depending on different device attributes
(DC 6) is done in a basic way similar to the Detail View and Selection List. Overall,
the Portal View supports some of the Design Considerations, especially the ones that
relate to other devices (DC 3 + 4), as expected.
DC 3 is considered to some extend in all views by shaking the device which highlights
all workspace devices and thus, shows the relations between devices. In general, Ta-
ble 5.1 shows that the Design Considerations were well established in the concept
since all of them are addressed in at least one part of the interface. It illustrates how
different parts of the interface are responsible for different design considerations,
e.g., the Visualization View and the Portal View deal with relations between devices
(DC 3) and spatial awareness (DC 4) to an increased extent. Moreover, the table
serves as a reminder where improvements are needed, e.g., focussing more on
facilitating collaboration in every part, or where the interface has unused potential,
e.g., visualizing relations between devices in Selection Menus, Selection Lists, and
Detail Views.
5.2 Future Work
For the future, exploring the device’s location and the position in relation to other
devices is another potential direction for future work which was mentioned by
Langner et al. [Lan+17]. Devices can be arranged in various ways: on top of
other devices, side-by-side, orthogonal to other devices, only touching a certain
part of another device, etc. Additionally, combining more than two devices at once
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goes hand in hand with exploring new device arrangements. Allowing people to
incorporate more than two devices in actions, such as Side-by-side Interactions,
can open new design spaces and possibilities for interesting interaction techniques.
Introducing different form factors to the setting of distributed CMVs is another
interesting step. For instance, combining the current setting with multiple mobile
devices with a tabletop, a large display wall, or one or more smartwatches offers
compelling scenarios. Large displays could be used for overviews or to assemble
multiple visualizations on one device if that is needed. Smartwatches, however,
could serve as containers for context aware menus.
Incorporating other device categories not only helps with using the location but
they can be used to further enhance the visualization of device and data element
relations. Additional technologies that could be of use are tabletops, light sources,
or AR glasses like the Microsoft HoloLens. Examples what could be done with this
additional hardware can be seen in Figs. 5.2 and 5.3. The colored marks either
representing links or highlighting a device can be created by a projector, displayed by
an underlying tabletop or represented in AR using a HoloLens. By integrating one of
these techniques, we enable the system to draw explicit links between data elements
and devices while still having the ability to move devices around or pick them up. A
less expensive option for highlighting a device is using separate light source, such
as LEDs, that are attached to the devices. Although we cannot show links with this
method, we can show direction and highlight the device itself, as illustrated in the
sketch in Fig. 5.3. Furthermore, the amount of links that exist when working with
more than two selections are not feasible. Therefore, we consider implementing
edge bundles or bundled links, as seen in SAViL [CN17].
Fig. 5.2 Drawing links between two linked devices on the screen and in between with help of
projection or an underlying display.
Conducting an observational study with the prototype should be done to see how
people respond to the introduced brushing and linking and selection management.
Moreover, the techniques we introduced to create awareness, such as shaking devices
to make workspace devices vibrate or the different Link Styles, are worth evaluating
as well. Getting people’s response on how they perceive them, could be helpful for
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Fig. 5.3 Attaching lights to the devices can either show (a) directional light or (b) non-directional
light that highlights a device.
refining the UI concept in the future, for instance further investigating the use of
audio feedback and haptic feedback, i.e., vibration, on a table.
5.3 Conclusion
Since this thesis was partly inspired by MyBrush [Koy+17], to conclude it we want
to relate our own concept to the design space created by Koytek et al. [Koy+17].
How the entry for the table they used would look like for our concept, is illustrated
in Table 5.2. It shows how this thesis relates to the design space, i.e., it is part of
brushing and linking. However, it additionally focusses on other aspects, such as
selection management.
Tab. 5.2 The table that shows the design space from Koytek et al. [Koy+17] with the entry that
represents our concept.
This thesis was an exploration on how to manage selection and use brushing and
linking in the context of multiple coordinated views via mobile devices. We proposed
a conceptual framework that informs the design of selection management in multi-
device environments, a UI concept for selection management for multiple mobile
devices, as well as plans for a proof-of-concept prototype. In doing so, we addressed
the following questions:
• How might we create awareness using brushing and linking?.
We examined how brushing and linking can extend beyond a single device
and create awareness both for an individual working with multiple devices,
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as well as when multiple people are interacting with data. We did so by
including multiple styles of links between data points and devices that use
spatial awareness. Furthermore, with the Portal View we enable the user to
explicitly control the links through a spatially-aware view.
• How might we support storing, combining, managing, and interacting with
selections?.
We examined a series of selection techniques to examine storing, combining
and management of such selections. In my framework and UI concept, I
extend current work using selections so that they can be used at later times,
shared between devices, and even shared between different individuals in the
workspace. UI elements, like the Selection List, the Selection Menu, and the
Detail View, are responsible for managing selections, combining, and storing
them. Additionally, various Side-by-side interaction further add awareness and
offer opportunities to exploit the spatial setting to interact with selections.
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